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Abstract
Conformal invariance in two dimensions is a powerful symmetry. Two-dimensional
quantum eld theories which enjoy conformal invariance, i.e., conformal eld theories
(CFTs) are of great interest in both physics and mathematics. CFTs describe the
dynamics of the world sheet in string theory where conformal symmetry arises as a
remnant of reparametrization invariance of the world-sheet coordinates. In statistical
mechanics, CFTs describe the critical points of second order phase transitions. On
the mathematics side, conformal symmetry gives rise to innite dimensional chiral
algebras like the Virasoro algebra or extensions thereof. This gave rise to the study
of vertex operator algebras (VOAs) which is an interesting branch of mathematics.
Rational conformal theories are a simple class of CFTs characterized by a nite
number of representations of an underlying chiral algebra. The chiral algebra leads
to a set of Ward identities which gives a complete non-perturbative solution of the
RCFT. Identifying the chiral algebra of an RCFT is a very important step in solving
it. Particularly interesting RCFTs are the ones which arise from the compacticatin
of string theory as -models on a target manifold M . At generic values of the geo-
metric moduli of M , the corresponding CFT is not rational. Rationality can arise at
particular values of the modui of M . At these special values of the moduli, the chiral
algebra is extended. This interplay between the geometric picture and the algebraic
description encoded in the chiral algebra makes CFTs/RCFTs a perfect link between
physics and mathematics. It is always useful to nd a geometric interpretation of a
chiral algebra in terms of a -model on some target manifold M . Then the next step
is to gure out the conditions on the geometric moduli of M which gives a RCFT.
In this thesis, we limit ourselves to the simplest class of string compactications,
i.e., strings on tori. As Gukov and Vafa proved, rationality selects the complex-
multiplication tori.
On the other hand, the study of the matrix-level ane algebra Um;K is motivated
iv
by conformal eld theory and the fractional quantum Hall eect. Gannon completed
the classication of Um;K modular-invariant partition functions. Here we connect the
algebra U2;K to strings on 2-tori describable by rational conformal eld theories. We
point out that the rational conformal eld theories describing strings on complex-
multiplication tori have characters and partition functions identical to those of the
matrix-level algebra Um;K . This connection makes obvious that the rational theories
are dense in the moduli space of strings on Tm, and may prove useful in other ways.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The two pillars of modern physics are quantum eld theory and general relativity. The
former describes the interactions between elementary particles at subatomic scales.
The latter describes the gravitational attraction between macroscopic objects on large
scale. These two seemingly incompatible theories describe most phenomena in our
universe from subatomic scales to cosmological scales. String theory is an attempt to
reconcile the two theories into a unied theory of everything. By replacing the notion
of a point particle by a string, a consistent quantum theory of gravity emerges which
reproduces Einstein's equations as its rst approximation. The other forces and elds
of the standard model can also arise in a similar manner.
Two-dimensional conformal eld theories (CFTs) are the building blocks of per-
turbative string theory. CFTs are also important because they describe statistical
mechanical systems with second order phase transitions at criticality. They are solv-
able non-perturbatively, and so may teach us about the non-perturbative physics of
other eld theories.
The main subject of this thesis is rational conformal eld theory. This is a par-
ticular class of quantum eld theories which enjoys a large amount of symmetry. In
1
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this chapter, we discuss the idea of symmetry and how it is realized and described in
physical systems.
Symmetry principles played a very important role in the study of physical phe-
nomena. Most physical systems possess a certain amount of symmetry which is
manifested in the shape or the dynamics of the system. The ideas of symmetry were
paramount in the construction of general relativity, the standard model, and in string
theory. A system is symmetric if it doesn't change after we perform a symmetry
transformation on it. For example, an n-gon will look the same if we rotate it by
2l=n(l = 0; 1;    ; n  1) around an axis through its center and perpendicular to its
plane. Also, the Hamiltonian of the hydrogen atom depends only on the distance r
between the electron and the proton and is an example of a system with spherical
symmetry. A symmetry transformation can be continuous (e.g., translation, rotation,
Lorentz boost) or discrete (e.g., space inversion or parity, time reversal, and lattice
translation).
The mathematical description of symmetry and its realization in physics is done
via group theory [1]. A set of symmetry transformations S = ha; b; : : :i form a group
if there is a product  which satises
 The product of any two transformations gives another transformation, i.e., the
set is closed under the product.
 The product is associative, (a  b)  c = a  (b  c).
 There is a unit element e 2 S which amounts to the identity transformation or
simply doing nothing to the system.
 For every element a 2 S there exists an inverse a 1 2 S, i.e., a 1  a = e.
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A group is Abelian if the order of the transformations doesn't matter, a  b = b  a. If
the order matters a  b 6= b  a; then we are talking about non-Abelian groups.
It is clear that translations, rotations, and Lorentz boosts are examples of con-
tinuous groups. They are subgroups of the Poincare group ISO(1; 3), which is the
symmetry group of Minkowski space-time. The symmetry transformations of the
Poincare group can be implemented by transforming the space-time coordinates of
the system in the following way:
x ! x + a; (1.0.1)
where  and a
 are constants which encode the parameters of the transformation.
For a = 0, one recovers the Lorentz group SO(1; 3) which is the group of rotations
of the space-time (spatial rotations and Lorentz boosts.)
The Poincare group is the set of space-time coordinate transformations which
preserve the relativistic innitesimal interval
ds2 = dx
dx = 0dx
0dx0 ; (1.0.2)
where  is the metric of space-time. The invariance of ds
2 imposes
 = 



; a
 = constants: (1.0.3)
From the above equation, we learn that the Poincare group is the set of space-
time coordinate transformations which leave the metric form invariant. It is a 10
parameter group (4 translations, 3 spatial rotations, and 3 Lorentz boosts) which
embodies the relativistic description of nature. We remark that any fundamental
physical theory must remain invariant under the Poincare group as required by the
relativistic symmetry of the fundamental laws of physics. This relativistic symmetry
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signies our ability to repeat experiments at dierent places, at dierent times, in
dierent directions, and in dierent inertial reference frames without aecting the
outcome of the experiment.
If we relax the condition of the form invariance of the metric and demand that the
metric remains form invariant up to an overall function, we arrive at the conformal
group of space-time. Invariance under the conformal group, however, is not always
guaranteed and most physical systems break conformal invariance. An example of
a conformal transformation which is not a Poincare transformation is scaling which
acts as x ! x. One would expect that scaling the dimensions of a physical system
will lead to dierent outcomes of physical experiments. For example, by doubling
the volume of a closed room the pressure will decrease (assuming the ideal gas law
is valid). Invariance of a physical system under scaling or more generally under the
conformal group requires intricate dynamics. One can get an idea of what kind of
physical systems might enjoy conformal symmetry by looking at (1.0.2) for the case
of light rays, i.e., the null interval ds2 = 0. In this case, scaling the metric would
leave the interval null. Hence light propagation or more generally massless particles
propagation is conformally invariant. It turned out that classical Maxwell and Yang-
Mills theories in 4D are conformally invariant.
The symmetries we have been discussing about so far are external symmetries
acting on the background space-time in which the physical system lives. There is,
however, a dierent kind of symmetry which corresponds to transformations of the
internal degrees of freedom of the system. These internal symmetries are not directly
related to space-time. An example of a continuous internal symmetry is the phase
January 23, 2014 4 Ali Nassar
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rotation of the wave function in quantum mechanics
 (x)  ! ei (x); (1.0.4)
where  is a constant phase. The set of constant phase transformations in (1.0.4)
form the global U(1) group.
Another example is the isospin invariance of nuclear interactions. Nuclear forces
between protons and neutrons does not depend on the electric charge and is blind
to whether the particle is a proton or a neutron. The proton and the neutron are
treated two dierent states of the same particle, the nucleon, with dierent isospin
charge  
P
N
!
 ! S
 
P
N
!
; (1.0.5)
where S is a 2  2 constant unitary matrix with unit determinant. This is the
global SU(2) group which played a very important role in the early days of the
strong-interaction physics. In terms of the quark structure of hadrons, the SU(2)
symmetry of strong interactions is due to the approximate equality of the masses of
the up and down quarks. If one also include the charm quark and ignore the small
mass dierences with the up and down quark, we arrive at the SU(3) avor group.
This group underlies the eight-fold way scheme of the classication of baryons and
mesons [2]. One can also have discrete internal symmetries like charge conjugation
which replace every particle with its antiparticle.
One can allow the above symmetry transformations to depend on space-time by
having independent symmetry transformations at each point in space-time, i.e., by
gauging the global symmetries. Such local symmetries are called gauge symmetries,
and the theories which describe them are called gauge theories. Such theories are
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known generically as Yang-Mills theories [3, 4] and they describe the interactions
between massless spin-1 gauge bosons. The modern description of the fundamental
interactions of nature relies on the gauging of the internal symmetries they respect.
The Maxwell theory of the electromagnetic interactions is a U(1) gauge theory. On
the other hand, the weak and the strong interactions are based on gauging the SU(2)
and the SU(3) groups, respectively. The standard model of particle physics which
describes the non-gravitational forces of nature is based on a Yang-Mills theory with
a gauge group SU(3) SU(2) U(1).
Einstein's theory of gravity can be recast as the gauge theory of the Poincare
group. The classic example is the 4-potential A of classical electrodynamics, where
the U(1) gauge symmetry tells us that A and A+@ give the same eld strength,
i.e., the same physics. In a gauge theory, physical observables must be gauge invariant,
i.e., they transform trivially under the gauge group. We should stress that gauge
symmetries are not symmetries in the usual sense but rather they are redundancies
in the description of physical systems. In the case of gravity, where the gauge degrees
of freedom are the space-time coordinates, this implies that local operators are not
gauge invariant. In the standard model, gauge symmetry is realized as an internal
symmetry acting on elds which live in a xed space-time background. In gravity,
gauge symmetry is an external symmetry acting on the space-time metric which is
a dynamical eld. This distinction between the way gauge symmetry is realized in
the standard model and in gravity is one of the reasons why gravity is still hard to
reconcile with the principles of quantum mechanics.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is an extension of space-time symmetries which relates
bosons and fermions [5, 6]. It predicts the existence of a superpartner with the same
January 23, 2014 6 Ali Nassar
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mass for every elementary particle in nature. Since no superpartners have been dis-
covered so far, it is assumed that SUSY is broken at low energies which uplifts the
degeneracy between bosons and fermions masses. One of the motivations for SUSY
is that it gives a resolution of the hierarchy problem of the Standard Model. Without
the extra superpartners, quantum corrections drives the Higgs boson mass close to
the Planck mass and a very supercial ne tuning is required to keep the Higgs mass
low. The mathematical description of SUSY requires the introduction of fermionic
coordinates . These fermionic coordinates transform as spinors under the Lorentz
group and together with the bosonic space-time coordinates x they make up the
superspace. SUSY transformations can be realized as translations and rotations of
the superspace [7]. The relevant CFTs which arise in string theory are the ones which
enjoys a certain amount of supersymmetry. These are superconformal CFTs which
underlies the superstring perturbation theory.
To appreciate the importance of symmetry in the description of physical systems,
we recall the Noether theorem: For every global continuous symmetry, i.e., a trans-
formation of a physical system which acts the same way everywhere and at all time,
there exists an associated time-independent quantity (i.e., a conserved quantity). Ap-
plying the Noether theorem to space-time translations leads to the energy-momentum
conservation. Similarly, invariance under spatial rotations leads via Noether theorem
to the conservation of angular momentum. Lorentz boosts, however, don't lead to
any conserved quantity since they don't commute with time evolution. The Noether
theorem can also be applied to internal symmetries. The global U(1) symmetry of the
electromagnetic interactions leads to the conservation of electric charge. The global
January 23, 2014 7 Ali Nassar
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SU(2) symmetry of the weak interaction and the global SU(3) of the strong interac-
tions leads to the conservation of global charges as well. Gauging a global symmetry
doesn't lead to any new conserved charges. This supports the claim that local gauge
invariance is not a symmetry in the usual sense. SUSY leads to conserved fermionic
supercharges as well. These supercharges transform bosons into fermions and vice
versa.
Classically, it is straightforward to tell whether a system is invariant under a
certain symmetry by looking at the action
S =
Z
L[qi(t); _qi(t)]dt; (1.0.6)
where L[qi(t); _qi(t)] is the Lagrangian of the system. A symmetry of a classical system
is a transformation of the dynamical variables qi(t)!R[qi(t)] that leaves the action
unchanged. In the Hamiltonian formalism, a symmetry is realized by a generator
which has a vanishing Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian
fIR; Hg = 0: (1.0.7)
This formalism can be generalized to classical eld theories which are described by a
Lagrangian density L(i(x); @i(x)).
In the quantum theory we no longer have the classical conguration space but
rather a Hilbert space of quantum states. The classical symmetry is realized linearly
by unitary operators acting on the Hilbert space. It could happen that a classical
symmetry doesn't survive after quantization. In this case, we speak of an anomalous
symmetry. To see how this could happen, let us recall that the quantum theory is
described by an amplitude which can be given as a path integral
Z =
Z
DqeiS[q; _q]; (1.0.8)
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where S[q; _q] is the classical action written in terms of the c-number classical variables.
The only way a classical symmetry could be broken is if the measure Dq fails to be
symmetric. This can happen if the regularization prescription, which is needed to
make sense of the above path integral, violates the symmetry. An example of a
theory which is conformally invariant (classically) is Yang-Mills theory in 4D (e.g.,
the Maxwell theory of electromagnetism). However, the conformal symmetry in this
case doesn't survive after quantization and the conformal symmetry is anomalous.
Yang-Mills theories in 4 dimensions are conformally invariant but quantum Yang-
Mills theories are not. It is known that classical Yang-Mills theory which describes
massless particles develops a mass gap due to quantum mechanical corrections [8].
An example of a theory which is conformally invariant even on the quantum level is
N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in 4D.
Another important feature about the way symmetry is realized in quantum eld
theory is the concept of phases. Quantum eld theory can have dierent phases
in which the symmetry of the fundamental Lagrangian is realized dierently. For
example, the high energy SU(2)  U(1) symmetry of the electroweak interactions
is spontaneously broken in the Higgs phase at low energy to U(1) symmetry. This
however doesn't mean the symmetry is lost. It just means that the ground state of
the system doesn't respect the symmetry.
The way symmetry is realized in string theory is dierent from point-particle
quantum eld theories. The fundamental objects in perturbative string theory are
one-dimensional strings which can be open or closed. When the string moves in space-
time it sweeps out a two-dimensional surface. This surface is called the world-sheet
of the string.
January 23, 2014 9 Ali Nassar
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Figure 1.1: The classical trajectory of a string minimizes the area of the world sheet.
The surface is specied by the functions
X = X(0; 1); (1.0.9)
which describe the embedding of the string in the background space-time.
The starting point of perturbative string theory is the world-sheet action of a
string moving in some background space-time with a metric g. The embedding of the
string world-sheet  in a background D-dimensional space-time M is described by
the maps X : !M . The action of the bosonic string is
S(X; g) =
1
40
Z

d2x
p
hhg(X)@X
@X
 ; (1.0.10)
where h is the world-sheet metric and 0 is the only dimensional parameter of string
theory and has the dimensions of length squared.
The above action can be supersymmetrized which leads to an N = 1 supergravity
theory on the world sheet. After gauge xing it will give a theory with N = 1
superconformal symmetry. We will only consider bosonic CFTs in this thesis. We
now specialize to at space-time backgrounds g =  with Euclidean signature.
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Dieomorphism plus Weyl invariance of the above action enables one to chose [9]
h = : (1.0.11)
This is always possible locally on any world-sheet. The above action now boils down
S(X) =
1
40
Z

d2x @X
@X
; (1.0.12)
This is the action of a two-dimensional quantum eld theory living on the world-
sheet where the string coordinates X act as D massless bosons in two dimensions.
The above action is scale invariant. If we scale  !  and  !  the action
remains the same. The action is invariant under the much bigger conformal group
in two dimensions and the two-dimensional quantum eld theory which governs the
uctuations of the world sheet is conformal. The space-time physics of string theory,
in particular the propagation of strings and their interactions, can be pulled back to
the two-dimensional conformal eld theory (CFT) on the world-sheet. The geometric
characteristics of the target manifold follow from the properties of the world-sheet
CFT. This world-sheet CFT is required to have a vanishing conformal anomaly1.
As it turns out, the vanishing of the conformal anomaly translates to the Einstein's
equations in 25 D in the case of the bosonic string and 10 D for the supersymmetric
string. Thus a choice of a CFT on the world-sheet is equivalent to a choice of a
background (or a classical solution) in string theory. The classication of 2D CFTs
is equivalent to classifying the classical solutions of perturbative string theory.
There are ve supersymmetric string theories in ten-dimensional at space [9,10]:
Type I with an SO(32) gauge group, type IIA and type IIB with no gauge symmetry
and Heterotic SO(32) and Heterotic E8E8 with gauge groups SO(32) and E8E8,
1The vanishing of the conformal anomaly is required in order to preserve the 2D Weyl invariance.
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respectively. One can engineer more general gauge groups by the inclusion of D-branes
(for a comprehensive review see [11]). D-branes are hyperplanes on which open strings
can end. They are dynamical objects in string theory which arise upon quantizing
open strings subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions. In the world-sheet description
of string theory, D-branes give rise to boundary conformal eld theories [12{14].
Gauge symmetry can also arise by compactication on manifolds with isometries [15]
or from singularities in the compactication manifold [16, 17]. The aforementioned
gauge groups have an elegant world-sheet description in terms of spin-1 currents which
generate an ane Kac-Moody algebra [18{21]. In this thesis, we will study similar
algebras which arises from compactication of strings on tori.
It is worth mentioning that there are no global symmetries in string theory. It can
be shown using a simple world-sheet argument [9, 10] that any symmetry in string
theory must be gauged. This is consistent with the observation that there can't be
global conserved charges in a theory with black holes. Global charges will disappear
behind the horizon and there is no way for them to be measured. However, if the
global symmetry is gauged, then one can measure the charge while staying away
from the horizon by measuring the ux of the eld strength. This doesn't violate
the No-hair theorem since the charges which characterize a black hole correspond to
a global symmetry which is gauged [22]. The fact that string theory doesn't allow
global symmetries makes it a viable candidate for a theory of quantum gravity.
In studying the simplest compactications of string theory one considers a space-
time which has product form
M10 =M3;1 X6; (1.0.13)
where M3;1 is our Minkowski space-time and M6 is the a compact six-dimensional
January 23, 2014 12 Ali Nassar
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space.
In terms of the CFT description of the string
CFT10 = CFT
ext
4  CFTint6 ; (1.0.14)
where CFTint6 is the internal CFT which corresponds to the compactied dimen-
sions. Dierent choices for CFTint6 give dierent space-time physics. Supersymmetry
in space-times requires that the world-sheet CFT to have N = 2 supersymmetry.
Classical solutions of string theory are given in terms of N = 2 superconformal eld
theories. We will not consider superconformal theories in this thesis and will only
consider the bosonic sectors. Adding the fermions will not change any of the results
in this thesis and the bosonic theories we will consider can be uplifted to N = 2
superconformal eld theories which are relevant in string theory.
We will study the CFTs which result from string compactication on a two torus
T 2. Toridal compactication is the harmonic oscillator of string compactication due
to its simplicity and exact solvablity [23, 24]. A torus is a manifold with an U(1)2
isometry which corresponds to the compact translations around the two cycles of
the torus. We will describe toroidal compactication in more details in Chapter 2.
The U(1)2 symmetry gives rise to two conserved currents on the world-sheet CFT
of the string and one expects the existence of two conserved charges. These are
the quantized momenta which correspond to translations in the compact dimensions.
However, there are two other conserved charges which have stringy origins. Strings
can wind around the compact dimensions and the winding numbers behaves like a
conserved charge. These topological charges come from the dual U(1)2 currents and
they characterize the winding states. The momentum and winding charges live on a
self-dual integer Narain lattice  2;2 which for the case of T 2 has a signature (2; 2) [23].
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We will study these lattices in detail later.
It is always useful to nd a geometric interpretation of a given CFT in terms
of a -model on some target manifold M . The interplay between the algebraic and
geometrical pictures have been very fruitful in revealing many aspects of CFTs and
the target manifolds. This is most obvious in the case of strings on Calabi-Yau
manifolds M which are described by an N = 2 superconformal eld theory. The
N = 2 superconformal algebra admits an automorphism which reverses the sign of a
U(1) charge. This operation which gives an isomorphic superconformal eld theory
gives a completely dierent Calabi-Yau target W . The cohomology groups H1;1 and
H2;1 of M and W are interchanged under the aforementioned automorphism. This
lead the authors of [25,26] to propose the existence of a mirror manifold W for each
Calabi-Yau manifold M with H1;1(M) = H2;1(W ) and H2;1(M) = H1;1(W ). The
main motivation for this proposal is the fact that both M and W give isomorphic
superconformal eld theories. An explicit construction of mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau
manifolds was given in [27].
A conformal eld theory is rational when the chiral algebra generated by the
conserved currents is large enough so that the Hilbert space contains a nite number
of representations. For CFTs based on a target space M rationality can arise at
special values of the geometric moduli of M . To see how a CFT can become rational
at certain points of its moduli space, we recall the simplest example of an RCFT: the
c = 1 CFT of a compact free boson on a circle of rational square radius R2 = r=s.
The radius R plays the role of a geometric modulus. At a generic value of R, the
number of primary elds is innite. At R2 = r=s, the chiral algebra of this theory
is extended. The innite list of representations reconstitute themselves into nitely
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many irreducible representations of the extended chiral algebra (see Chapter 2).
More interesting RCFTs arise is in string compactications on Calabi-Yau mani-
folds at special values of their moduli, e.g., in Gepner models [28]. For example, the
Fermat quintic in CP4
P (z) =
5X
a=1
(za)
5 = 0: (1.0.15)
This quintic corresponds to a Gepner point where the corresponding CFT is rational
and is described by a product of N = 2 minimal models [28].
It is important to understand the conditions for rationality for CFTs based on a
target manifold M . For example, the simplest compactications of a string theory
are on tori Tm{when are they described by RCFTs? This question has been studied
in [29{32]. In particular, Wendland [30] derived rationality conditions valid for all
torus dimensions m. More importantly for us, in the case of 2-tori, Gukov and
Vafa [32] found a simple, geometric criterion for rationality. For T 2, the modular
parameter  and the Kahler parameter  must take special values; they must belong
to an imaginary quadratic number eld. Such 2-tori have the property of complex
multiplication, and are known as complex-multiplication (CM) tori. For them, a
Gauss product exists, and was used in [33] to classify the corresponding RCFTs.
We will study strings on (CM) tori which are a particular class of tori with more
symmetry. CM tori are characterized by the values of their modular parameter 
which satises
a 2 + b + c = 0  !  =  b+
p
b2   4ac
2a
(1.0.16)
that is,  belongs to a quadratic number eld Q(D), where D = b2   4ac < 0. The
quadratic number eld Q(D) is the set of complex numbers z which can be written
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as
z =  + 
p
D; (1.0.17)
where ;  2 Q are rational number. It is obvious that the modular parameter of a
CM torus belongs to Q(D). This is also true for the the Kahler parameter  which
is exchanged with  under mirror symmetry. As was shown in [32] rationality picks
CM tori.
In earlier work, Gannon [34] gave a complete classication of the modular invariant
partition functions of the Abelian matrix-level ane algebra Um;K . This algebra is
important in the description of the Fractional Quantum Hall Eect (FQHE). The
algebra Um;K also appears in the 2D CFTs which are the holographic dual of 3D
Chern-Simons theories which describe topological membranes [35{37].
We give a geometric connection of the Um;K algebra for any K and for m = 2.
Using the Gauss product [33], we relate the U2;K algebra to RCFTs which arise from
strings on complex multiplication tori. We will uncover a connection between the
matrix-level algebras U2;K and the CM tori, and so to the extended Moore-Seiberg
algebras that make strings on them describable by RCFTs. We will use the Gauss
product [33] to construct the matrix levels for the algebra U2;K using the geometric
data encoded in  and  which correspond to strings on CM tori. We will show that
the RCFTs which arise from strings on CM-tori and the RCFTs based on the Um;K
algebra have the same set of characters and the same partition function. One can
write down a Moore-Seiberg algebra for the RCFTs which result from strings on CM
tori. But as we will see in the next chapter, this algebra is already complicated for
case of a rational circle. In this thesis, we propose the algebra Um;K as an alternative
description of the extended chiral algebra for strings on CM tori.
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Using this connection between the U2;K algebra and strings on complex multipli-
cation tori, we will show that RCFTs are dense inside Narain moduli space. This
conrms the results in [32] about the density of the RCFTs which arise from strings
on CM tori.
Since the algebra Um;K also appears in the study of the FQHE, we use the connec-
tion between U2;K and strings on CM tori to relate the topological order of fractional
quantum hall states to the number of D0 branes allowed on CM tori. We will also
propose a generalization of the matrix-level algebra to the non-Abelian case.
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we rst give a brief introduc-
tion to CFT then we discuss the algebra Um;K and its modular invariant partition
functions. In Chapter 3, we give a physicist's introduction to complex multiplication
tori and we describe various examples. In Chapter 4, we present our main results.
Chapter 5 is the conclusion.
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Chapter 2
Rational conformal eld theory
Two-dimensional conformal eld theories (CFTs) [38] (for reviews see [39, 40]) are
quite well understood. They are probably the best understood among all quantum
eld theories. Two-dimensional conformal systems are very special, because only in
two dimensions is the conformal algebra innite-dimensional1. The local conformal
symmetry described by the Virasoro algebra, or one of its extensions, is in many cases
powerful enough to lead to a complete determination of the operator spectrum, as
well as to explicit formulas for the correlation functions. This constitutes a complete
non-perturbative solution of the theory.
On the physics side CFTs appear in two contexts. First, they describe the be-
havior of many statistical mechanical systems at a renormalization group xed point.
When we look at these systems at larger and larger scales (or by going to the deep
infrared) we nd that uctuations occur at all length scales. At the critical point
(the phase transition point), the system is covariant under scale transformations. It
was shown [38,41] that scale invariance plus rotational invariance (or Lorentz invari-
ance in Minkowski signature) implies the invariance under the full conformal group.
1In higher dimensions, the conformal group is nite dimensional.
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Hence, these systems can be described by a CFT. These theories thus give concrete
instances of non-trivial xed points of the renormalization group, many of which have
a realization in statistical mechanical systems.
An example of a critical phenomenon is the ferromagnetic phase transition at
the Curie temperature Tc in ferromagnetic materials (like iron). Above the Curie
temperature, the dipole moments of the individual atoms are randomly aligned, re-
sulting in a vanishing total dipole moment and the system is in the paramagnetic
phase. When the temperature is decreased below the Curie temperature, the individ-
ual dipole moments pick a preferred direction in order to minimize their total energy.
This results in a non-vanishing total dipole moment (magnetization) and the system
is in the ferromagnetic phase. The paramagnetic phase is a disordered phase where
the system is invariant under three-dimensional rotations, i.e., the system enjoys an
SO(3) symmetry. The ferromagnetic phases is an ordered phase and the rotational
symmetry is broken. Ordered-disordered phases are a characteristic of second order
phase transitions and it is always characterized by an order parameter which takes a
non-zero value in the broken phase. In the case of the ferromagnetic phase transition,
the total magnetization is an order parameter.
The ferromagnetic phase transition can be described theoretically using the Ising
model [42]. The 2D Ising model is a square lattice with a discrete variable si (spin) at
each lattice site. The variable si can can take only the values +1 or  1. Neighboring
spins interact with each other through an exchange coupling
E =  J
X
<i;j>
sisj; (2.0.1)
where J is the exchange energy. In the high temperature phases, hsi = 0 and in the
low temperature phase hsi 6= 0.
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An important quantity is the correlation length (T )
hsisji   hsiihsji  e 
ji jj
(T ) : (2.0.2)
For generic T , the correlation length (T ) is nite and the statistical uctuations of
the spins are correlated over a nite length. As T approaches its critical value, the
correlation length diverges
(T )  1jT   Tcj
and the system starts to uctuate over all length scales (see Figure 2.1 ). At the
critical point, the correlators follow a power law in contrast to the exponential decay
in (??). This self-similar behavior and the divergence of the correlation length is a
manifestation of the scale invariance of the system at the critical temperature. It
turns out that scale invariance is a part of a bigger symmetry, conformal symmetry,
which emerges at the critical point. For statistical models in two dimensions, the
continuum description at a second-order phase transition is given by a conformal
eld theory. The prime example is the Ising model which is a two-dimensional model
of ferromagnetism. The 2D Ising model was analytically solved by Onsager [43] where
he showed that correlation functions and the free energy of the model are given by a
theory of free lattice fermions.
This is an example of a second-order phase transition which separates a high tem-
perature disordered phase (with the expectation value hsi = 0) and a low temperature
ordered phase (with hsi 6= 0).
The second major application of CFT in physics is string theory. The classical
solutions of perturbative string theory (or the vacuum congurations) are described by
2D CFTs. Classifying and understanding these solutions amounts to understanding
the classications of CFTs.
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Figure 2.1: A snapshot of the Ising model at Tc. There are uctuations on all length
scales (self-similarity) [44].
This chapter is a review of conformal eld theory. We start with the denition of
conformal transformations, then we go on and develop the basic tools used in CFT,
focusing on those aspects of CFT which will be used in the thesis. Our discussion
will be based on [9, 39,40]
The conformal group is the set of transformations which preserve the angle be-
tween vectors [40]
cos XY =
X  YpkXk2pkY k2 = XY pXXpY Y  : (2.0.3)
The generators of the conformal group are
P =  i@ translation
D =  ix@ dilation
L; = i
 
x@   x@

rotation
K =  i
 
2xx
@   x2@

special conformal transformation:
(2.0.4)
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Now we dene the generators Ja;b =  Jb;a, a; b 2 f 1; 0; 1; : : : ; dg as follows
L; = J; ; J 1; =
1
2
 
P  K

; ;  = 1;    ; d;
J 1;0 = D; J0; =
1
2
 
P +K

:
(2.0.5)
They satisfy the algebra

Jab; Jcd

= i
 
adJbc + bcJad   acJbd   bdJac

; (2.0.6)
where ab = diag( 1; 1; 1; : : : ; 1). This is the algebra of SO(d + 1; 1), the conformal
group in d-dimensions. The dimension of SO(d + 1; 1) is (d + 2)(d + 1)=2, i.e., the
conformal group in d dimensions is (d + 2)(d + 1)=2-parameter group. Quantum
eld theories in d > 2 with conformal symmetry are interesting, and although the
conformal symmetry leads to some simplications, it is still not big enough to give
exact solutions.
The situation in d = 2 changes dramatically, since the conditions on  give
@11 = @22; @12 =  @21: (2.0.7)
If we use complex coordinates
z = x1 + ix2; z = x1   ix2;
@ =
1
2
 
@1   i@2

; @ =
1
2
 
@1 + i@2

;
(z) = 1 + i2; (z) = 1   i2;
(2.0.8)
then (2.0.7) are the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the real and imaginary parts of
(z). Hence, conformal transformations in d = 2 coincide with the set of holomorphic
(anti-holomorphic) coordinate transformations (conformal mappings) of the complex
plane
z  ! f(z); z  ! f(z): (2.0.9)
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It is known that the set of holomorphic coordinate transformations in d = 2 is innite
dimensional and so that the conformal algebra in d = 2 is innite dimensional. It
is worth mentioning that the conformal group of C is not innite-dimensional since
only the transformations corresponding to L0; L1; L 1 are globally dened (see [45]).
If, however, we work locally (or on the level of the algebra) then we do get an innite
dimension algebra.
Locally, a holomorphic transformation can be written as
f(z) = z+ (z) = z+
X
n2Z
   nzn; f(z) = z+(z) = z+X
n2Z
  nzn: (2.0.10)
The generators of the conformal transformations are
ln :=  zn+1@; ln :=  zn+1 @: (2.0.11)
They act on the space of functions and satisfy the classical Witt algebra

lm; ln

= (m  n)lm+n;

lm; ln

= (m  n)lm+n; [ln; lm] = 0 (2.0.12)
which is a direct sum A A of two commuting subalgebras. In what follows we only
treat the holomorphic part, with the understanding that the analysis also applies to
the anti-holomorphic part. The classical Witt algebra is realized quantum mechan-
ically with a central extension (Virasoso algebra). The central term is related to a
quantum mechanical anomaly in the transformation of the energy-momentum tensor.
The Virasoro algebra Vir Vir is
[Ln; Lm] = (m  n)Ln+m + c
12
(m3  m)m+n;0; m; n 2 Z;
[ Ln; Lm] = (m  n)Ln+m + c
12
(m3  m)m+n;0;
[Ln; Lm] = 0:
(2.0.13)
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This is the chiral algebra which underlies any conformal eld theory. It is the quantum
extension of the classical Witt algebra and is characterized by the central terms
proportional to c and c. The central terms vanish when restricted to the generators
of the global conformal group, L0; L1; L 1 and L0; L1; L 1 implying that this group is
non-anomalous. It is worth mentioning that a CFT can have a bigger chiral algebra
than Vir
 Vir, e.g., W -algebras, current algebras, superconformal algebras.
The relevant representations of the Virasoro algebra which are important in phys-
ical applications involve operators which have a xed scaling dimension . These are
the conformal primary operators Oi, which are eigenfunctions of the scaling operator
D with the eigenvalue i = hi + hi. Here, hi denotes the holomorphic conformal
dimension and hi denotes the anti-holomorphic conformal dimension. The normal-
ization of the primary operators is arbitrary and we chose the basis of the primary
operators such that the two-point function takes the form
hOi(z1; z1)Oj(z2; z2)i = ijjz1   z2j2i : (2.0.14)
CFTs admit an operator product expansion (OPE) in which two local operators
inserted at nearby points can be closely approximated by a string of operators at one
of these points
Oi(z; z)Oj(z; z) =
X
k
Ckij(z   w; z   w)Ok(w; w); (2.0.15)
where fOi(z)g is a set of local elds which can be decomposed into a direct sum of
conformal families or conformal towers
fOi(z)g =
X
n
[n]: (2.0.16)
On top of each one of these towers sits a highest weight state which corresponds to a
primary eld. The other members of the conformal family [n] are called descendant
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elds and they have conformal dimensions
h(k)n = hn + k;
h(
k)
n =
hn + k: (2.0.17)
where k; k 2 Z by construction.
The OPE can be written down for any set of local operators in any quantum eld
theory, e.g., QCD. The novel thing about CFT is the absence of any dimensional
parameter l. It was argued that the above OPE converges in a CFT since harmful
terms of form e l=jz wj are absent.
The OPE of the energy-momentum tensor is of utmost importance
T (z)T (w)  c=2
(z   w)4 +
2T (z)
(z   w)2 +
@T (z)
(z   w) + reg
T (z) T (z)  c=2
(z   w)4 +
2 T (z)
(z   w)2 +
@ T (z)
(z   w) + reg
T (z) T (z)  reg;
(2.0.18)
where c; c 2 N are the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic central charges, respectively.
The regularity of the T (z) T (z) OPE is a manifestation of the decoupling of the
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors. They encode the quantum anomally in
the transformation of T (z) and T (z). One-loop modular invariance imposes
c  c = 0 mod 24: (2.0.19)
This condition can be realized by taking c = c as in bosonic and type II string theory.
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The Virasoro algebra (2.0.13) is derived from the above OPE of T with itself
[Ln; Lm] =
1
(2i)2
I
0
dw
I
w
dzwm+1zn+1T (z)T (w)
=
1
(2i)2
I
0
dw
I
w
dzwm+1zn+1

c=2
(z   w)4 +
2T (z)
(z   w)2 +
@T (z)
(z   w)

[ Ln; Lm] =
1
(2i)2
I
0
d w
I
w
dz wm+1zn+1 T (z) T ( w)
=
1
(2i)2
I
0
d w
I
w
dz wm+1zn+1

c=2
(z   w)4 +
2 T (z)
(z   w)2 +
@ T (z)
(z   w)

[ Ln; Lm] =
1
(2i)2
I
0
d w
I
w
dzzn+1 wm+1 T (z)T (w):
(2.0.20)
2.1 One-loop partition function
So far, we have been studying the CFT on the complex plane, which after adding
the point at innity, is equivalent to a sphere (the Riemann sphere, a genus h =
0 surface). The two chiral algebras (the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic) were
considered independent and in principle one can have dierent chiral algebras in the
two sectors. However, in order to have single-valued and monodromy-free correlation
functions on a genus h = 0 surface, one has to couple the two sectors together
and impose various consistency conditions on the irreducible representations in each
sector. It turns out that a set of strong constraints appear when one studies the CFT
on a Riemann surface with higher genus. In particular, on a Riemann surface of genus
h = 1 or a torus. The requirement of modular invariance puts a stringent constraint
on the spectrum coming from the interaction of the holomorphic and antiholomorphic
sectors [46].
The one-loop partition function, or the zero-point function on the torus, encodes
the spectrum and the multiplicity of the dierent primary elds which appear in the
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CFT. In the context of string theory, the one-loop partition function is the one-loop
stringy Feynman diagram and it encodes the dierent elds which propagate in the
closed string channel together with their multiplicities. For application in critical
phenomena, the torus geometry appears when one considers the plane with periodic
boundary conditions in two directions. The partition function is dened as
Z(q; q) = TrH

qL0 c=24q
L0 c=24

; (2.1.1)
where
q = exp 2it; q = exp 2it: (2.1.2)
The parameter t is the modular parameter of the torus2.
The Hilbert space of the CFT is decomposed as
H =
X
;2E
MH 
H; (2.1.3)
where we assumed that the CFT is compact so the spectrum of conformal dimensions
is discrete. The set E could in principle be innite, however, when the CFT is rational
E is nite.
The one-loop partition function Z = Tre H can be written as
Z(t; t) =
X
;2E
M (t) (t); (2.1.4)
where (t) is the genus-1 character of an irreducible representation h
() = TrH
 
qL0 
c
24

; (2.1.5)
where H denotes the Verma module built from the highest weight state jhi.
2We point out that we are using t instead of the more familiar  since we reserve  to denote the
modular parameter of the target space torus to be discussed later.
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!10
!2 !1 + !2
Figure 2.2: The torus as a parallelogram with opposite sides identied.
The matrix M in (2.1.4) incorporates the multiplicities of the dierent elds
which appear in Z(t; t) and as such M 2 Z+. Uniqueness of the vacuum forces
M00 = 1. Modular invariance will put more constraints on M and to see that we
will need to study the geometry of tori in more detail.
The torus can be described as a parallelogram in C generated by two linearly
independent lattice vectors !1; !2 with the opposite sides of the parallelogram being
identied
z  z +m!1; z  z + n!2; m; n 2 Z: (2.1.6)
Since we have a scaling symmetry at our disposal we can rescale one of the lattice
vectors, say !1 to 1. The two lattice vectors will be denoted by 1; t 2 C, where
t = !1=!2 is the scale invariant parameter which is relevant in the CFT. The linear
independence of !1 and !2 requires =(t) > 0, i.e., t 2 H+. The parameter t is called
the modular parameter of the torus and it denes the shape and the size of the torus.
Any integer linear combination of the lattice vectors will give an equivalent basis
for the lattice. One should make sure that the description of the torus, or the CFT
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thereof, is independent of the particular choice of the basis. A change of the basis
will take the form  
!01
!02
!
=
 
a b
c d
! 
!1
!2
!
; a; b; c; d 2 Z: (2.1.7)
The above matrix should be invertible and the requirement that the unit lattice cell
should have the same area in both basis imposes
ab  cd = 1: (2.1.8)
This restricts us to the group SL(2;Z) of 22 invertible matrices with integer entries
and unit determinant. The above action on !1 and !2 induces the following SL(2;Z)
action on t
t 7! at+ b
ct+ d
with
 
a b
c d
!
2 SL(2;Z); ab  cd = 1 (2.1.9)
which gives an equivalent torus. Since the above action on t remains the same if we
change the signs of a; b; c; d, then only PSL(2;Z) = SL(2;Z)=Z2 acts faithfully. The
group PSL(2;Z) is the modular group of the torus. It can be shown [47], that the
modular group is generated by the following two operations
T : t  ! t+ 1 or T =
 
1 1
0 1
!
S : t  !  1
t
or S =
 
0  1
1 0
!
:
(2.1.10)
The T and S transformations satisfy
(ST )3 = S2 = I: (2.1.11)
The set of inequivalent tori is parametrized by H+ modulo the T and S transfor-
mations. It can be shown that the fundamental domain of t is
F0 =
n
  1
2
< R(t)  1
2
; =(t) > 0; jtj  1
o
: (2.1.12)
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The values of t 2 F0 parametrize inequivalent tori, i.e., tori which can't be trans-
formed into one another by PSL(2;Z). The one-loop partition function dened at a
particular value of t needs to remain the same if we change t by a PSL(2;Z) trans-
formation, i.e., Z(t; t) is a modular group invariant. If the CFT has a Lagrangian
description then one can ensure modular invariance by integrating over F0 with the
correct measure.
2.2 Rational conformal eld theory (RCFT)
The number of primary elds which appear in a given CFT will generically be innite.
However, there are certain classes of CFTs in which the innite number of primary
elds can reorganize themselves into a nite number of blocks corresponding to the an
extended chiral algebra. These are rational conformal eld theories (RCFTs) [46], and
they will be the main subject of this thesis. One arena where RCFTs arise is in string
compactications on Calabi-Yau manifolds at special values of their moduli, e.g., in
Gepner models [28]. It is important to understand the conditions for rationality. For
example, the simplest compactications of a string theory are on tori Tm{when are
they described by RCFTs? This question has been studied in [29{32]. In particular,
Wendland [30] derived rationality conditions valid for all torus dimensions m. More
importantly for us, in the case of 2-tori, Gukov and Vafa [32] found a simple, geometric
criterion for rationality. For T 2, the modular parameter  and the Kahler parameter
 must take special values; they must belong to an imaginary quadratic number eld.
Such 2-tori have the property of complex multiplication, and are known as CM tori.
For them, a Gauss product exists (see Chapter 3), and was used in [33] to classify the
corresponding RCFTs.
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The special values of the moduli indicate RCFTs where the innite number of
elds is organized into a nite set that is primary with respect to an extended chiral
algebra [48]. In the Tm case, the generic boson algebra U(1)m = U(1)k1  U(1)km
is extended by vertex operators dened by vectors of the lattice m describing T
m =
Rm=m. The extended algebra is well understood; it was written explicitly for the
m = 1 case in [48], for example.
To see how a CFT can become rational at special points of its moduli space, we
revisit the simplest example of an RCFT: the c = 1 CFT of a compact free boson on
a circle of rational square raduis R2 = r=s. The radius R plays the role of a geometric
modulus. At a generic value of R, the number of primary elds is innite. At R2 =
r=s, the chiral algebra of this theory is extended. The innite list of representations
reconstitute themselves into nitely many irreducible representations of the extended
chiral algebra. In the present case, the chiral algebra is the Kac-Moody algebra
generated by a U(1) current J(z) = @X extended by including charged elds E(z) =
exp[ip2kX(z)] of dimension k and charge 2k, where k = rs. The representations
of U(1)k which are local with respect to all vertex operators are labelled by an integer
dened modulo 2k. Dening the even integral lattice  k = Z
p
2k, the extended
chiral algebra is the chiral vertex operator algebra A  k = hJ(z); E(z)i. The
representations of the chiral algebra A( k) are labeled by a 2  k= k = Z=2kZ, where
 k is the dual lattice of  k. We dene the mode expansions
J(z) =
X
n
jnz
n 1; E(z) =
X
n
En z
n k; (2.2.1)
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The extended chiral algebra in this case is the Moore-Seiberg algebra
[Jn; Jm] = nm+n;0;
[Jn; E

m] = kEm+n;
E+n ; E
+
m

=

E n ; E
 
m

= 0;
E+n ; E
 
m

=
(m2   (k   1)2)    (m2   1)m
(2k   1)! m+n;0 +   
+
(
p
2ki)2k 1
(2k   1)!
X
q1++q2k 1=n+m
: Jq1    J2k 1 : :
(2.2.2)
Another thing to notice about this simplied model is that the chiral algebra depends
only on k while the -model modulus in this case is R2 = r=s. Starting from the
algebra U(1)k, there are many candidate rational boson theories, one for each fac-
torization of k into two coprime integers k = rs. The dierent factorizations of k
give dierent geometric realizations corresponding to a -model on a circle of radius
square R2 = r=s. We will encounter a similar feature when we study the case of Um;K
algebra.
As we mentioned before, an RCFT is specied by a chiral algebra A which is
the Virasoro algebra Vir Vir or one of its extensions. Examples of extended chiral
algebras are
 Superconformal algebras. These are supersymmetric extensions of the Virasoro
algebra by fermionic currents (of half-integral spins), e.g., the N = 1 and N = 2
superconformal algebras. Space-time supersymmetry in string theory requires
an N = 2 superconformal symmetry on the world-sheet of the superstring [28,
49].
 The semidirect product of the Virasoro algebra with ane Kac-Moody Lie
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algebras [50{52]. They describe the propagation of strings on group mani-
folds [21, 53].
 W-algebras. These are higher-spin extensions of the Virasoro algebra by bosonic
currents [54,55].
Rationality means that A has a nite set E of irreducible representations V,
 2 E . The partition function in this case is a sesquilinear form with nite number
of terms
Z(t; t) =
X
;2E
M (t) (t): (2.2.3)
The positive integers M express the fact that a representation (; ) of the left
and right copies of A can appear with some multiplicity. Rationality can be stated
in terms of M: A CFT is rational ifM has a nite rank. We point out that the
the partition function (zero-point function) (2.2.3) of RCFT factorizes into a nite
sum of holomorphic times anti-holomorphic expressions in the modular parameter
of the torus. This holomorphic factorization is a basic property of RCFTs and it
continues to hold for higher-point correlation functions and for RCFTs on higher
genus Riemann surfaces [56{59]. It was shown in [60] that holomorphic factorization
in RCTTs implies that the central charge c and the conformal dimensions h are
rational numbers.
RCFTs are consistently described by a nite set of representations  2 E of a
certain chiral algebra. Moreover the corresponding genus-1 characters (q) form a
nite dimensional unitary representation of the modular group PSL(2;Z)


at+ b
ct+ d

=
X
22E
M(t); (2.2.4)
where a; b; c; d 2 Z and ad  bc = 1.
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The T and S transformations are represented on the space of characters as
(t+ 1) =
X
22E
T  (t)


  1
t

=
X
22E
S(t):
(2.2.5)
The requirement of on-loop modular invariance of the partition function boils down
to the constraints
[T ;M] = [S;M] = 0: (2.2.6)
Every nonnegative integer matrix M with M00 = 1 which satises (2.2.6) denes
a physical modular invariant. Classifying the physical modular invariant partition
functions in RCFT amounts to nding all non-negative integer matrices M with
M00 = 1 subject to (2.2.6). This classication has been completed for the case A(1)1
for all k in [61,62] which gave rise to the ADE pattern. The ADE classication of A
(1)
1
also leads to the classication of the c < 1 minimal models and their supersymmetric
extension. The other classication which have been found are A
(1)
2 for all k; A
(1)
l , B
(1)
l ,
and D
(1)
l for all k  3; (A1 A1)(1) for all level (k1; k1) (See [63] for references). The
case which is important for us in this thesis is the algebra Um:K = (u(1);    ; u(1))(1)
for all matrix valued level K [34].
2.3 Lattices
To dene a lattice  , we start with a vector space V which we take to be Rp;q (that
is, Rp+q with the standard orthonormal basis and a Lorentzian inner product). The
lattice is made of a discrete set of points of the form
  =
(
m=p+qX
i=1
niei jni 2 Z
)
: (2.3.1)
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The lattice   has a dimension m = p+ q and we assume that ei are linearly indepen-
dent, so that   spans Rp+q. In this case, m is the rank of  . The signature of   is
(p; q).
The metric on  , or the intersection form, is given by
Kij = heijeji; i; j = 1; : : : ;m; (2.3.2)
where the inner product is computed using the Lorentzian metric on Rp;q. The inter-
section form encodes the lengths of the basis vectors and the angles between them.
The unit cell of the lattice   is the set of points
U =
mX
i=1
tiei; 0  ti  1: (2.3.3)
For example, for a rank-2 lattice spanned by e1 and e2, the unit cell represents the
parallelogram with the sides at 0; e1; e2; e1 + e2. The volume of the unit cell is given
by
p
detK.
The dual lattice   of a lattice   is the set of vectors which have integer inner
products with all vectors of  
  = fx 2 Rp+q j hxji 2 Z 8  2  g: (2.3.4)
The basis vectors of   will be denoted by ei and are dened by
hei jeji = ij: (2.3.5)
The dual lattice   is
  =
(
m=p+qX
i=1
nie

i jni 2 Z
)
: (2.3.6)
The metric or the intersection form of the dual lattice   is given by
Kij = hei jeji = K 1ij : (2.3.7)
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It follows that the volume of the unit cell of   is given by
j j = 1p
detK
: (2.3.8)
An integral lattice   is a lattice for which all the inner products between all lattice
vectors is integer, hji 2 Z. For an integral lattice one can immediately conclude
that     . An integral lattice is even when the products between all lattice vectors
are even integers, hji 2 2Z. Otherwise the lattice is called odd.
The discriminant of a lattice is the determinant of its intersection matrix, Disc   =
det(K). For an integral lattice we have
Disc   =
 =  (2.3.9)
A self-dual lattice is one for which   =   and hence it satises Disc   = 1, i.e., a
self-dual lattice is unimodular. Even self-dual lattices  p:q with signature (p; q) can
exist only for
p  q = 0 mod 8 ; (2.3.10)
a crucial fact in the construction of the allowed heterotic string theories in 10D, for
example. For p = q, there is a unique even-self dual lattice up to isomorphism.
The intersection form K species the lattice   up to GL(r;Z) transformations
which preserve the volume of the unit cell or the discriminant. The GL(r;Z) trans-
formations act on the basis of   as
e0i = Gijej: (2.3.11)
This action takes the following form on the intersection matrix
K 0 = GTKG: (2.3.12)
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Fixing the discriminant Disc   = detK = D of  , then K will dene an equiva-
lence class of lattices. Two members of the same class are related by the GL(r;Z)
transformation (2.3.12). Similarly, we can dene equivalence classes under SL(r;Z)
transformations. These equivalence classes and their construction will be explained
in more detail in Chapter 3.
2.4 Toroidal compactication
In toroidal compactication on an n-torus T n one assumes a space-time metric of the
form
ds2 =
d 1X
;=0
dX
dX +
nX
I;J=1
GIJdX
IdXJ ; (2.4.1)
where D = d + n is the total space-time dimensions and X and Y I represent the
external and internal space-time coordinates, respectively. Here  is the Minkowski
metric and GIJ is the Ricci-at metric on the torus. The geometry of the torus is
encoded in the constant metric GIJ and in the simplest case the metric takes the form
GIJ = R
2
IIJ : (2.4.2)
This is a rectangular torus made up of a product of perpendicular circles with radii
RI , T
n = S1R1  S1Rn . More generally, the metric will have o-diagonal components
corresponding to non-orthogonal circles.
The new feature of strings moving on tori is the existence of winding modes. This
is because one can consider more general periodicity conditions on the embedding
coordinates of the internal space Y I(; )
Y I( + 2; ) = Y I(; ) + 2W I ; W I 2 Z: (2.4.3)
This corresponds to a closed string winding W I times around the Ith circle.
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By turning on a constant background B eld3, then the internal part of the action
of the string takes the form
S =   1
2
Z
d2
 
GIJ
  BIJ

@Y
I@Y
J : (2.4.4)
The left- and right-moving momenta derived from this action are
pIL =W
I +GIJ
KJ
2
 BJKWK

pIR =  W I +GIJ
KJ
2
 BJKWK

;
(2.4.5)
where KI 2 Z and GIJ denotes the inverse metric.
The mass spectrum is given by
1
2
M20 = (W K)G 1

W
K

; (2.4.6)
where the 2n 2n matrix G 1 is
G 1 =
 
2(G BG 1B) BG 1
 G 1B 1
2
G 1
!
(2.4.7)
and (W K) is a 2n charge vector.
The mass spectrum is invariant under the the O(n; n;Z) duality group acting as
G  ! AGAT ;

W
K

 !

W 0
K 0

= A

W
K

: (2.4.8)
This is the T -duality group of toroidal compactication which generalizes the R !
1=R duality of circle compactication.
The moduli space of toroidal compactication is generated by the n2 truly marginal
operators
@Y
I@Y
J ; @Y
I@Y
J : (2.4.9)
3The B eld exists in all oriented string theories.
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These operators are truly marginal since the model is Gaussian. The n2 couplings
can be organized in a background matrix
E = G+B: (2.4.10)
The only restriction on E is that its symmetric part, G, be positive denite and we
can represent this space of matrices as a coset
M0n;n = O(n; n;R)=[O(n;R)O(n;R)]: (2.4.11)
To get the physical moduli space, we quotient the above moduli space by the T -duality
group [64]
Mn;n =M0n;n=O(n; n;Z): (2.4.12)
2.5 Toroidal CFTs
The action of the string on an n-torus gives a toroidal CFT with central charge c = n.
The n-torus can be represented as
T n = Rn=; (2.5.1)
where  is a rank n lattice.
The chiral algebra of this CFT is the ane U(1)n  U(1)n chiral algebra gener-
ated by the currents j1(z);    ; jn(z) and j1(z);    ; jn(z) with the operator product
expansion
jm(z)jn(w)  
mn
(z   w)2 : (2.5.2)
The momentum vector pI of a string state in the toroidal compactication on T n
is the charge vector under the gauge group U(1)n  U(1)n
pI = (pIL; p
I
R): (2.5.3)
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This charge vector lives on a charge lattice  n;n with signature (n; n) and with a scalar
product given by
p2 = p2L   p2R: (2.5.4)
One-loop modular invariance forces the lattice  n;n to be an even self-dual lattice.
The charge lattice uniquely determines the toroidal CFT and the moduli space of
toroidal CFTs (2.4.12) is equivalent to the moduli space of even self-dual lattices
[23,24].
The set of primary elds up of the vertex operators
Vp(z; z) =: eipX(z; z) : : (2.5.5)
The energy momentum tensor is given by the Sugwara construction
T (z) =
1
2
nX
i=1
: jiji : (z); T (z) =
1
2
nX
i=1
: jiji : (z): (2.5.6)
Thus the conformal dimension of Vp(z; z) is given by
(h; h) =
p2L
2
;
p2R
2

: (2.5.7)
The primary elds have simple fusions in which their charges add up. The operator
product expansion of the primary elds takes the form
Vp(z; w) Vp0(z; w)  cpp00(z   w)pLp0L(z   w)pRp0RVp+p0(w; w): (2.5.8)
On the circle (z   w)(z   w) = 1, the above OPE takes the form
Vp(z; w) Vp0(z; w)  cpp0(z   w)pLp0L pRp0RVp+p0(w; w) (2.5.9)
which denes the natural metric on the lattice of charges  n;n to be
p  p0 = pLp0L   pRp0R: (2.5.10)
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The partition function is
Z n;n(t; t) =
1
jj2n
X
(p;p)2 n;n
q
1
2
p2L q
1
2
p2R ; (2.5.11)
where q = exp(2it) and the Dedkind  function is dened as
 = q24
1Y
n=1
(1  qn): (2.5.12)
The partition function is modular invariant by the even self-duality of the lattice  n;n.
The charge lattice or the Narain lattice of the toroidal CFT is given by
 (G;B) =
n 
pL; pR

:=
1p
2
 
  ~B+ ;  ~B   j (; ) 2   o; (2.5.13)
where  and  are the momentum and winding lattices, respectively and B = T ~B,
where  also denotes the intersection form of the lattice . The metric is given in
terms of  as
G = T; (2.5.14)
The holomorphic and anti-holomorphic vertex operators are characterized by pR =
0 and pL = 0, respectively. They are parametrized by the values of their charges in
 L = (pL; 0) and  R = (0; pR)
 L =
 
pL; 0

:=
1p
2
 
  ~B+ ; 0j(; ) 2   o
 R =
n 
0; pR

:=
1p
2
 
0;  ~B  j(; ) 2   o: (2.5.15)
We also dene the following projections of the lattice  (; ):
e L = (pL; ) := 1p
2
 
  ~B+ ; j(; ) 2   o
e R = (; pR) := 1p
2
 ;  ~B  j(; ) 2   o; (2.5.16)
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where pR =  means pR can take any value and doesn't constraint pL. It can be
shown that (see (2.7.6))
~ L =  

L: (2.5.17)
For a generic point in the Narain moduli space (2.4.12), the number of primary
elds is innite and the toroidal CFT is not rational. However, for particular choices
of the target space data G and B, the chiral algebra is extended by additional holo-
morphic vertex operators. With respect to this newW-algebra, the innite number of
primary elds can be arranged into a nite number of blocks and one gets a rational
CFT.
The conditions for rationality of a 2-torus CFT were analyzed in detail in [32,33].
This is based on previous work by Moore [31] and Moore et al. [29]. Their conclusion
is that a Narain lattice  (; ) is rational i the following equivalent conditions are
satised
(1) rank
 
 L

= rank
 
 R

= 2.
(2) ;  2 Q(D) for some integer D < 0.
In [32], it was shown that the above conditions are equivalent to the following
statement
 A Narain lattice  (; ) is rational i the lattice  L is a nite-index sublattice
of ~ L.
In this case the number of primary elds of the rational theory or the dimension of
the chiral ring is given by the index
jDj = [~ L :  L] (2.5.18)
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Using (2.5.17), the group ~ L= L =  

L= L is the discriminant group of  L [65]. It is a
nite Abelian group of order jDj and another way of writing the number of primary
elds is
jDj = j L= Lj: (2.5.19)
The generalization to higher dimensional tori has been done in [30] where it was
shown that if C(G;B) is a toroidal conformal eld theory with target space data G and
B and with a central charge c = m. Then C(G;B) is rational i G := T 2 GL(d;Q)
and B 2 Skew(d)\Mat(d;Q). The W-algebra of C(G;B) is generated by the n U(1)
currents besides the extra holomorphic vertex operatorsWi which correspond to the
generators i of the lattice  L.
It was shown in [30,31] that the points in Narain moduli space which correspond to
RCFTs are dense. It is argued in [31] that a similar density property holds for RCFTs
corresponding to string compactication on K3 surfaces. The generalization to the
Calabi-Yau three-folds has been done in [32] where a criterion for the rationality
of -models on Calabi-Yau three-folds has been conjectured. The authors of [32]
conjectured that a CFT based on Calabi-Yau three-fold M is rational i M and
its mirror W admit complex multiplication over the same number eld. Complex
multiplication for Calabi-Yau manifolds will be explained in the next chapter.
2.6 c = 1
In this section we study the simplest example of a compact CFT of a real massless
scalar eld X which lives on a circle of radius R, i.e., X  X+2R. This is the c = 1
CFT of a compact free boson on a circle of radius R 2 R0. The radius is the only
geometric modulus in this model. The T -duality acts on R as t : R $ 1=R (we are
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working in units where 0 = 2) and gives an isomorphic CFT and the moduli space
of CFTs is given by
M = R+=t: (2.6.1)
The action is
S =
Z
d2x

@1X@1X + @2X@2X

(2.6.2)
In complex coordinates, the action takes the following form
S =
Z
dz dz @X(z; z)@X(z; z): (2.6.3)
The equation of motion is
@@X(z; z) = 0 (2.6.4)
implying that
j(z) = i@X(z; z) holomorphic eld
j(z) = i@X(z; z) antiholomorphic eld:
(2.6.5)
where j(z) is the chiral current which generates the algebra U(1).
The energy momentum tensor is
T (z) =  1
2
@X@X =
1
2
j(z)j(z); T (z) =  1
2
@X @X =
1
2
j(z)j(z): (2.6.6)
The left-moving and the right moving momenta are given by
pl =
1p
2
 n
R
+mR

; pr =
1p
2
 n
R
 mR

; m; n 2 Z: (2.6.7)
The vector (pL; pR) can be expressed as
(pL; pR) = me1 + ne2; (2.6.8)
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where
e1 =
1p
2
 1
R
;
1
R

; e2 =
1p
2
(R; R): (2.6.9)
With respect to the inner product (2.5.10), we have e1  e1 = e2  e2 = 0 and e1  e2 =
e2  e1 = 1. The intersection form of the lattice  1;1 spanned by e1 and e2 is
K =
 
0 1
1 0
!
: (2.6.10)
The lattice  1;1 is an even self-dual lattice. This is the momentum-winding Narain
lattice in which (pL; pR) lives.
The partition function is
Z 1;1(t; t;R) =
1
jj2
X
(p;p)2 1;1
q
1
2
p2L q
1
2
p2L ; (2.6.11)
For generic values of R inM, the models are not rational and the chiral algebra is
the U(1) algebra generated by the current j(z). One can try to nd extensions of the
chiral algebra by looking for new holomorphic vertex operators which might extend
it. A holomorphic vertex operator V(z) will appear at pR = 0. The new holomorphic
vertex operators will have the form
V(z) = eiX(z): (2.6.12)
These are the only vertex operators allowed in the free boson theory. The conformal
dimension of V(z) is 2=2.
Looking at the second equation in (2.6.7), the constraint pR = 0 gives
R2 =
n
m
(2.6.13)
which makes sense only when R2 is rational, i.e., holomorphic vertex operators will
appear only when R2 is rational. We will put R2 = r=s, where r and s are two coprime
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integers. The T duality R$ 1=R now acts as r $ s. The conformal dimension must
be invariant under r $ s. Since X is periodic, then eiX(z) must be well dened
under
X ! X + 2
r
r
s
: (2.6.14)
The above requirements forces  to take the form
 = 
p
2rs (2.6.15)
where the factor of 2 is included to give V(z) an integer conformal dimension.
The extended chiral algebra is generated by
j(z) = i@X(z); Vp2rs = ei
p
2rsX(z): (2.6.16)
For r = s = 1, this gives the ane su(2)1 extension of the free boson theory at the
self-dual radius R = 1.
The primary elds are given by the vertex operators
(z; z) = e
iX(z; z): (2.6.17)
Since the operator product expansion of Vp2rs and (z; z) can't have branch cuts,
the value of  is xed by locality to be
 =
lp
2rs
; l 2 Z: (2.6.18)
The periodicity of X can be used to x the fundamental domain of l to
l =  2rs+ 1; 2rs+ 2;    ; 2rs: (2.6.19)
Let us formulate the above results in terms of even integral lattices. First we dene
the lattice
 L = Ze = Z
p
2rs: (2.6.20)
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Since hejei = 2rs 2 2Z, then the lattice  L is even integral. We will call it the lattice
of holomorphic vertex operators. The dual lattice  L is given by
 L = Ze =
Zp
2rs
: (2.6.21)
Looking at the weights of the primary elds (2.6.18) and their fundamental domain
(2.6.19), one learns that the set of primary elds are parametrized by elements of the
coset (or the discriminant group)
 L= L: (2.6.22)
The dimension of this coset is nothing but the determinant of the intersection matrix
of the lattice  L
D = 2rs: (2.6.23)
This is the simplest realization of (2.5.19) which gives the dimensions of the chiral
ring or the number of primary elds in the terms of the discriminant of the lattice of
the holomorphic vertex operators.
In the language of the Lie algebra, the above results can be phrased in the following
way. The lattice  L is the weight lattice and the lattice  L is the root lattice. This
is so since the action of a holomorphic vertex operator, parametrized by an element
in  L, shifts the weight of the primary elds by an element of  

L. The ratio  

L= L
has j Lj congruence classes which labels the set of admissible representations.
The above discussion shows that the U(1) chiral algebra is extended at rational
values of R2 with the appearance of new holomorphic vertex operators. The require-
ment of locality with respect to the new holomorphic vertex operators selects only a
nite number of primary elds and the theory becomes rational. Now let us see how
can we formulate the above discussion in terms of the properties of the charge lattice
 1;1.
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First, let us study the projections of  1;1 at R2 = r=s. The left-moving momentum
lattice which is spanned by the vectors pL
~ L  1p
2
 n
R
+mR

; m; n 2 Z (2.6.24)
is a rank-2 lattice for generic R. However, for R2 = r=s, one gets
~ L =
Zp
2rs
: (2.6.25)
This equation says that the vectors pL live in an even integer lattice ~ L of rank 1
which is spanned by e = 1=
p
2rs. This is the weight lattice which we found earlier
(2.6.18). The dual lattice ~ L of ~ L is given by
~ L = Ze = Z
p
2rs: (2.6.26)
This the lattice of holomorphic vertex operators (2.6.20) which is a rank-1 lattice.
The fact that
~ L =  L  ! ~ L =  L (2.6.27)
is easy to understand in terms of the projections  1;1. First, since  L parameterizes
the holomorphic vertex operators then its vector will have the form
p = (pL; 0): (2.6.28)
The lattice ~ L being the lattice of the left-moving momentum its vectors will have
the form
p0 = (p0L; ): (2.6.29)
Now since
p  p0 = pLp0L 2 Z: (2.6.30)
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Then (2.6.27) follows.
The number of primary elds, or the dimension of the chiral ring, now follow easily
jDj = j L= Lj = j~ L= Lj (2.6.31)
This number is nite precisely because  L is a nite-index sublattice of ~ L which is
the condition for rationality alluded to earlier.
2.7 c = 2
From the simple example of the previous section, we learn that rationality emerges
when  L is a nite index sublattice of ~ L and in this case, the number of primary
elds or the dimensions of the chiral ring is given by j L= Lj. In this section, we
review the analogous construction for strings on a 2-torus [32]. Rationality can be
translated into a simple, geometric condition on the modular parameter  and the
Kahler parameter  of the 2-torus.
We consider a 2-torus, or an elliptic curve, with a metric
ds2 = G11dx
2 + 2G12dxdy +G22dy
2
=
2
2
dx+ dy2: (2.7.1)
The complex structure modulus and the Kahler modulus are given by
 = 1 + i2 =
G12
G11
+ i
p
detG
G11
;
 = 1 + i2 = B + i
p
detG:
(2.7.2)
The momentum-winding Narain lattice  2;2 contains 
pL
pR
!
=
ip
222
Z
 
1
1
!

 


!

 


!

 


!
: (2.7.3)
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We dene the following projections of the lattice  2;2 (here we consider only the
left-moving part of  2;2 but all the denition will apply analogously to the right-
moving part)
 L =
n
pL j pR = 0;
 
pL; 0
 2  2;2o
~ L =
n
pL j pR = ;
 
pL; pR
 2  2;2o: (2.7.4)
It is clear that  L  ~ L. Also, since
(pL; 0)  (qL; ) = pLqL 2 Z (2.7.5)
Then,  L and ~ L are dual lattices
 L = ~ L: (2.7.6)
The lattice  L will in general have a rank zero since the constraint pL = 0 will
have no solutions except for special values of the moduli  and . For these special
values of  and , the lattice  L will become a rank-2 sublattice of  
2;2. Looking at
the explicit basis of the Narain lattice (2.7.3 ), and since  L is rank-2, then it is cut
by two independent equations. Since  L corresponds to pR = 0, the two equations
have the form
m1 +m2+m3 +m4 = 0;
m01 +m
0
2+m
0
3 +m
0
4 = 0:
(2.7.7)
By solving for  from the second equation and plugging the result into the rst, we
arrive at
a 2 + b + c = 0; a; b; c 2 Z gcd(a; b; c) = 1: (2.7.8)
This implies that
 =
 b+pD
2a
; D = b2   4ac < 0; (2.7.9)
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where we have chosen the solution which gives  a positive imaginary part. Substitut-
ing this value of  back into the rst equation in (2.7.7), we learn that  also satises
a quadratic equation with the same discriminant D. Hence both  and  belong to
an imaginary quadratic number eld Q(
p
D).
The criteria for rationality found in [32] for a CFT based on an elliptic curve E is
RCFT() ;  2 Q(
p
D): (2.7.10)
Elliptic curves for such values of ;  are said to have complex multiplication or to be
of CM type. We will study them in detail in the next chapter.
2.8 Matrix-level ane Kac-Moody algebra
In this section we introduce the matrix-level ane Kac-Moody algebras based on a
group G. The Um;K algebra will arise as a special case when G = U(1). Let G be a
compact, simple, semi-simple Lie group with a Lie algebra g. The ane Kac-Moody
algebra of g is g^k, where k 2 Z0 is the level. We study the ane extension of
gm with matrix-valued level KAB. We take KAB to be the intersection form of a
lattice  K . The inverse K
AB is the intersection form of the dual lattice  K . We will
denote the currents by JaA, where a is the Lie algebra index a = 1;    ; dim(g) and
A = 1;    ; N = rank(K). The Lie algebra of gm takes the form
JaA; J
b
B

= ifabcJ
c
BAB: (2.8.1)
We assume the following OPE of the currents
JaA(z)J
b
B(w) 
ifabcJ
c
B(w)AB
z   w +
abKAB
(z   w)2 : (2.8.2)
This is not the central extension of the loop group of gm since a cohomological
obstruction prevents the construction of a two-cycle on the loop group of gm. This
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however doesn't mean that one can't construct a CFT corresponding to the above
OPE.
We use the Sugawara construction to nd the energy-momentum tensor
T (z) = GAB(JaAJ
a
B)(z); (2.8.3)
where GAB is such that the currents JaA(z) have conformal dimension one
T (z)JaA(w) 
JaA(w)
(z   w)2 : (2.8.4)
The matrix GAB turns out to be
GAB =
KAB
2(hK + 1)
; (2.8.5)
where KAB = K 1AB, h is the dual Coxeter number of the group G and K = Tr(K
AB).
Using the energy-momentum tensor
T (z) =
KAB
2(hK + 1)
(JaAJ
a
B)(z) (2.8.6)
we can nd the central charge from the most singular term of the OPE of T (z) with
itself
T (z)T (w)  c=2
(z   w)4 +    (2.8.7)
The value of c is
c(K) =
N dim g
hK + 1
: (2.8.8)
For N = 1 and K = k 1, we recover the usual value of c
c(k) =
k dim g
h+ k
: (2.8.9)
On the other hand, in the diagonal case KAB = kAAB, the central charge is not a
sum
c(K) 6=
X
A
c
 
kA

: (2.8.10)
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The Abelian case corresponds to the algebra u(1)      u(1) which we denote
by Um;K , where K is an mm matrix-valued level. This algebra was studied in [34]
where its modular invariant partition functions were classied. The operator product
expansion of the currents takes the form
JA(z)JB(w)  KAB
(z   w)2 : (2.8.11)
The motivation for studying Kac-Moody algebras with matrix-valued level is the
existence of Chern-Simons theories on a three-manifold N3, based on a gauge group
G = U(1)m with the level being an integer valued matrix [66]
S = KAB
Z
M4
FA ^ FB; (2.8.12)
where M4 is the four manifold for which N3 is a boundary. The independence
of the partition function from the extension from N3 to M4 forces KAB to be an
integer-valued matrix. The existence of the above action relies on the fact that
H4(BU(1);Z) = Z, where BU(1) is the classifying space of U(1). For G = U(1)m,
BG = Zm.
The study of the matrix-level ane algebra Um;K is partly motivated by the ef-
fective description of the fractional quantum Hall eect, via a Chern-Simons theory
with a gauge group U(1)m and a matrix valued level K [66, 67]. The Witten corre-
spondence [48,68] relates the Chern-Simons theory with a gauge group G canonically
quantized on a manifold M =  Rt, to the RCFT based on the ane Kac-Moody
algebra G^k (the Wess-Zumino-Witten model). For any simple, compact gauge group
G the Chern-Simons actions on a three-manifold are classied by an integer k 2 Z.4
It was shown in [66] that Chern-Simons theories for the Abelian group U(1)m are
4If the three-manifold is a spin manifold then k can be half-integer [69].
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classied by positive integer lattices with intersection forms K. Due to their poten-
tial application in the fractional quantum Hall eect, it is of interest to study the
two-dimensional avatars of the U(1)m Chern-Simons theories based on matrix val-
ued level K. This reduces to the study of two-dimensional RCFTs with the ane
Kac-Moody algebra Um;K .
Chern-Simons theories with matrix-valued level K gives an eective description of
the Abelian Fractional Quantum Hall (FQH) liquids [66,67,70,71]. The matrix-valued
level K appears in a class of multi-layer FQH states which generalizes the Laughlin
state [72]. The wave function of those FQH multi-layer states takes the form
	(z) =
Y
a;b;i;j
(zai   zbj)Kab=2 exp

 
X
jzaij2

; (2.8.13)
where zai is the coordinate of the ith electron in the ath layer. The matrix K deter-
mines the patterns of the zeros of the wave function and the various monodromies
which occur when electrons moves around each other. This can be related to the
number of the ux quanta attached to the electrons in each layer. For example, a
zero of order Kaa=2 in the above wave function means the phase of the wave function
will acquire a phase Kaa when the electrons circle one another. This in return means
there are Kaa=2 ux quanta attached to each electron and the matrix K determines
how ux quanta are attached to the electrons.
Since the gauge group of the action (2.8.12) is compact then the charges which
appear in the theory are quantized and they live in a charge lattice. The allowed
eld redenitions on the eld strength FA in (2.8.12) are the ones which preserve
the integrality of the charges. These eld transformations are elements of the group
SL(m;Z) and they act on the matrix K as
K  ! SKST ; (2.8.14)
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where S 2 SL(m;Z).
Two FQH states (2.8.13) with their K matrices related by the SL(m;Z) transfor-
mation (2.8.14) are considered equivalent, i.e., they belong to the same universality
class. Hence, multi-layer FQH states are classied by SL(m;Z) equivalence classes
of K matrices where the equivalence relation is (2.8.14). This fact will be used later
to dene a new product on the set of FQH states (see the discussion after (5.0.5)).
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Complex multiplication
3.1 Elliptic curves
In this chapter we describe in more detail complex multiplication for elliptic curves,
higher-dimensional tori, and for Calabi-Yau manifold. Our aim is to set the stage for
the conjecture by Gukov and Vafa which relates the rationality of -models on Calabi-
Yau manifolds to the complex multiplication property of these manifolds. We will give
a physicist-friendly introduction to some concepts in algebraic number theory and the
theory of elliptic curves which will be important later. We will follow [31,47,73].
A elliptic curve is a genus-1 surface. When viewed as real manifolds, all elliptic
curves are dieomorphic to a product of two circles S1  S1. However, when they
are given a complex structure, i.e., when viewed as complex manifolds, elliptic curves
are not all equivalent. Actually, there is an innite number of elliptic curves with
dierent complex structures, as we will see later.
A rigorous denition of an elliptic curve requires some technical tools from al-
gebraic geometry. We will start with the denition of an elliptic curve using the
algebraic equation:
f(x; y) = y2   4x3 + g2x+ g3 = 0; x; y 2 C; (3.1.1)
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where g2 and g3 are complex numbers. This is the Weierstrass equation of the elliptic
curve. Later on we will relate this denition to complex tori.
In order for the elliptic curve (3.1.1) to be well-dened one needs to make sure it is
non-singular (no cusps, no self-intersection, no isolated points). The curve will be non-
singular i there are no points for which f(x; y) = 0 and df(x; y) = 0 simultaneously.
For (3.1.1), this translates to
 = 4g32 + 27g
2
3 6= 0: (3.1.2)
The polynomial  is known as the discriminant of the elliptic curve.
A complex torus T 2 can be constructed in the following way: start with a lattice
 in the complex plane
 = Z!1  Z!2; (3.1.3)
where f!1; !2g are the basis vectors of the lattice. Then a complex torus is the
quotient of the complex plane by the lattice 
C= = fz  z +  : z 2 Cg: (3.1.4)
This denition makes it obvious that the complex torus is an Abelian group under
addition since both C and  are Abelian groups. As such, a complex torus is an
example of an Abelian variety. It is also a Riemann surface of genus one.
By rescaling we can bring the lattice to the form
 = m1 + n;  =
!1
!2
2 H+; (3.1.5)
where H+ is the upper-half of the complex plane. The holomorphic coordinate on the
torus is
z = x+ y: (3.1.6)
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As we explained before in Chapter 2, the SL(2;Z) action on !1 and !2 induces
the following SL(2;Z) action on 
 7! a + b
c + d
with
 
a b
c d
!
2 SL(2;Z); ab  cd = 1 (3.1.7)
which gives an equivalent torus. Since the above action on  remains the same if we
change the signs of a; b; c; d, then only PSL(2;Z) = SL(2;Z)=Z2 acts faithfully. The
group PSL(2;Z) is the modular group of the torus. The modular group is generated
by the two operations [47]
T :   !  + 1 or T =
 
1 1
0 1
!
S :   !  1

or S =
 
0  1
1 0
!
:
(3.1.8)
The T and S transformations satisfy
(ST )3 = S2 = 1: (3.1.9)
The set of inequivalent tori is parametrized by H+ modulo the T and S transfor-
mations. The fundamental domain of  is [47]
F0 =
n
  1
2
< R()  1
2
; =() > 0; j j  1
o
: (3.1.10)
The values of  2 F0 parametrize inequivalent tori, i.e., tori which can't be trans-
formed into one another by PSL(2;Z).
An elliptic curve is isomorphic to a complex torus. To establish this isomorphism
we need to dene the Weierstrass function. First, an elliptic function is a function on
C which is doubly periodic for 
F (z + !1) = F (z)
F (z + !2) = F (z):
(3.1.11)
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The Weierstrass function is an elliptic function dened as
}(z) =
1
z2
+
X
!2
0
h 1
(z   !)2  
1
!2
i
: (3.1.12)
where
P0 means we only sum over non-zero lattice vectors. Using the notation
sm() =
X
!2
0 1
!m
(3.1.13)
we get the expansion
}(z) =
1
z2
+
1X
n=1
(2n+ 1)s2n+2()z
2n: (3.1.14)
The rst few terms are
}(z) =
1
z2
+ 3s4()z
2 ++5s6()z
4: (3.1.15)
Now we state without proof the following theorem [47].
Theorem 3.1.1. Let g2 = g2() = 60s4 and g3 = g3() = 140s6. Then
}02 = 4}3   g2}  g3: (3.1.16)
This means that the points (x; y) = (}(z); }0(z)) lie on the elliptic curve
y2 = 4x3   g2x  g3: (3.1.17)
It can be shown that the discriminant of this elliptic curve () doesn't vanish and
the equation denes a non-singular elliptic curve.
The j-invariant of the lattice  is dened as
j() = 1728
g2()
g2()3   27g3()2 = 1728
g2()
()
(3.1.18)
This is always well dened since () 6= 0.
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One of the properties of the j-invariant is that it is invariant under scaling of the
lattice . Two lattices  and 0 are said to be homothetic if there is a non-zero
complex number  such that
0 =  (3.1.19)
For example any lattice  = Z!1  Z!2 is homothetic to a lattice of the form  =
ZZ . Since we are only interested in lattices up to a homothety, then the j-invariant
is useful because it is dened over the equivalence classes of homothetic lattices
j() = j(): (3.1.20)
This can be easily proven by noting that
g2() = 
 4g2()
g3() = 
 6g6():
(3.1.21)
When dened for the lattice  = Z  Z , the j-invariant becomes j(). The
function j() is invariant under the SL(2;Z) group
j

a + b
c + d

= j(): (3.1.22)
In particular
j( + 1) = j(): (3.1.23)
This implies that j() is holomorphic in q = e2i , where 0 < jqj < 1 since =() > 0.
The j function has the following q-expansion [47]
j() =
1
q
+
1X
n=0
cnq
n =
1
q
+ 744 + 196884q +    ; (3.1.24)
where  2 H and cn 2 Z8n  0.
Now we state one of the most important theorems in the study of elliptic curves.
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Theorem 3.1.2 (Uniformization theorem). Let E be an elliptic curve given by the
Weierstrass equation
y2 = 4x3   g2x  g3; (3.1.25)
where g2; g3 2 C and g32   27g23 6= 0. Then there is a unique lattice  such that
g2 = g2()
g3 = g3()
(3.1.26)
The isomorphism between complex tori and elliptic curves can be written as
 : C=(Z+ Z)  ! E
z 7!  (z) = [}(z); }0(z)]:
(3.1.27)
An elliptic curve is also a one-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold. It can be repre-
sented by a homogeneous degree-3 polynomial in CP2
a1Z
3
1 + a2Z
3
2 + a3Z
3
3 +   + a10Z2Z23 = 0: (3.1.28)
This is the natural description of the elliptic curve as a target space in string theory
in terms of a gauged linear sigma model [74].
There are 10 parameters ai in (3.1.28) corresponding to the 10 independent degree-
3 monomials in 3 variables. One parameter can be removed by an overall scaling and 8
parameters can be removed by GL(3;C) transformations. The remaining parameter
characterizes the complex structure of the elliptic curve, i.e., the moduli space of
complex structures on an elliptic curve is one-dimensional. We can go from the
projective representation (3.1.28) to the Weierstrass form (3.1.1) by rst rescaling
out one of the projective coordinates, say Z1. Then the Weierstrass form can be
obtained by coordinate redenitions of the remaining coordinates. The g2 and g3
which appear in the Weierstrass form will be functions of the one parameter which
remains in (3.1.28). The projective form of the Weierstrass equation is
zy2 = 4x3 + g2z
2x+ z3g3 (3.1.29)
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which reduces to the ane form once we scale z out using the projective equivalence
(x; y; z)  (x; y; z), where  is a non-zero complex number.
The j-invariant allows one to read the value of  from the projective form of the
elliptic curve. First, we reduce equation (3.1.28) to the Weierstrass form (character-
ized by g2 and g3 which are now functions of the parameters ai) using GL(3;C). Then
 can be found from
j() = 1728
g2()
()
: (3.1.30)
For example, consider the elliptic curve represented by the Fermat cubic
Z31 + Z
3
2 + Z
3
3 = 0: (3.1.31)
Using the change of coordinates
Z1 =
1
6
z +
p
3
18
y; Z2 =
1
6
z  
p
3
18
y; Z3 =  1
3
x (3.1.32)
we get
zy2 = 4x3   z3: (3.1.33)
This means g2 = 0 and g3 = 1 hence j() = 0. This value of j corresponds to
 = ei=3. We we will see in the next section that elliptic curves with this value of 
have complex multiplication.
The complex torus admits a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic 1-form ! = dz. The
integrals of ! around the two periods of the torus A;B dene the period
 =
R
B
!R
A
!
: (3.1.34)
It is more convenient to normalize ! such that
R
A
! = 1 and as such
 =
Z
B
!: (3.1.35)
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The periods A;B are the basis of 1-cycles on the torus (a genus-1 surface). There is
an SL(2;Z) ambiguity in the choice of the basis of 1-cycles which translates to the
SL(2;Z) action on  .
An n-dimensional complex torus T 2n with complex coordinates z1;    ; zn is de-
scribed using the identication
zi  zi + ij; zi  zi + Tij; (3.1.36)
where the n  n period matrix Tij satises =(Tij) > 0. The column vectors of Tij
dene a rank-n lattice . The torus T n is also given as a quotient T 2n = Cn=.
To dene the notion of complex multiplication for Calabi-Yau manifolds, we rst
need to dene the Jacobian of a genus-n Riemann surface n. On n there are n
holomorphic 1-forms !i and 2n 1-cycles Ai; Bi; i = 1; : : : ; n with a symplectic pairing
Ai \Bj = ij; Ai \ Aj = Bi \Bj = 0: (3.1.37)
The holomorphic 1-forms !i are normalized relative to the Ai-cycles such thatZ
Ai
!j = ij: (3.1.38)
The period matrix is dened as
Tij =
Z
Bi
!j: (3.1.39)
There is an SL(2n;Z) ambiguity in the choice of the basis of 1-cycles which translates
to the SL(2n;Z) action on T .
For Calabi-Yau manifolds, there is a simple formula for the period matrix TIJ
in terms of the prepotential F of the complex-structure moduli space. To dene
F , we rst describe the complex-structure moduli space in more detail. We look at
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the middle-homology cycles which for a Calabi-Yau three fold X are three (real)-
dimensional and they live in H3(X;Z). The dimension of H3(X;Z) is given by the
third Betti number b3(X). For a Calabi-Yau X, b3(X) can be rened in terms of the
dimensions of the Dolbeault cohomology groups as
b3(X) = h
2;1 + h1;2 + h3;0 + h0;3 = 2h2;1 + 2: (3.1.40)
A basis of three-cycles AI ; BJ ; I; J = 0;    ; h2;1 can be chosen such that
AI \BJ = IJ ; AI \ AJ = BI \BJ = 0: (3.1.41)
To dene a set of coordinates on the complex-structure moduli space, we need a
quantity which depends on the complex structure. This is provided by the unique
nowhere-vanishing holomorphic 3-form 
 which exists on any Calabi-Yau manifold.
The integrals of 
 over A and B give
XI =
Z
AI

; FI =
Z
AI

; I = 0;    ; h2;1: (3.1.42)
Since the dimensions of the complex-structure moduli space is h2;1, the above coor-
dinates are overcomplete and in fact, FI are functions of X
I .
The prepotential of the Calabi-Yau manifold is dened as
F = 1
2
XIFI(X
I): (3.1.43)
The period matrix is now given by
TIJ = F
@XI@XJ
: (3.1.44)
3.2 Quadratic number elds
Let Q() denote the set of numbers of the form
x = x1 + x2 (3.2.1)
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where x1; x2 2 Q. The set Q[x] will denote the ring of polynomials in x with co-
ecients from Q. While the set Z[x] will denote the ring of polynomials in x with
coecients from Z.
Denition 3.2.1. An algebraic number  is a complex number  2 C which satises
a polynomial equation with rational coecients
f() = 0; f 2 Q[x]: (3.2.2)
For example,
p
2; i are algebraic numbers since they are solutions of x2   2 = 0
and x2 + 1 = 0, respectively.
If the polynomial f() = 0 has integer coecients, i.e., f 2 Z[x] where f is degree
m polynomial together with am = 1, then  is an algebraic integer.
Denition 3.2.2. An algebraic number eld is a subeld L of C such that [L : Q] <
1, where [L : Q] is the dimension of L when viewed as a vector space over Q. The
number [L : Q] is called the degree of L over Q.
Theorem 3.2.1. If L is a number eld then L = Q() for some algebraic number .
Denition 3.2.3. An algebraic number eld L is quadratic if [L : Q] = 2. Hence,
there is a number  such L = Q(), where
 =
 bpb2   4ac
2a
; (3.2.3)
i.e.,  satises
a2 + b + c = 0: (3.2.4)
Writing
p
b2   4ac = rpD with r 2 Z, then
L = Q(D): (3.2.5)
If D < 0, then L is an imaginary quadratic number eld.
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3.3 The endomorphism ring of elliptic curves
Consider an elliptic curve (or a torus) E = C=, where  is a lattice  = (Z+ Z)
and  is the complex structure modulus. The endomorphisms of E are given by
holomorphic maps F : E ! E . The only such holomorphic maps xing 0 are
induced by maps G : C ! C of the form G(z) = z where  2 C is a constant
such that   . Any elliptic curve will admit a set of trivial endomorphisms
corresponding to multiplication by integers  2 Z, since multiplication by integers
just moves one from one lattice point to another. However, some special elliptic curves
could have non-trivial endomorphisms for particular values of  . We want to nd the
conditions on  which give non-trivial endomorphisms.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let E be an elliptic curve over C corresponding to the lattice .
Then
End(E ) = f 2 C :   g (3.3.1)
For  2 End(E ), then there exists j; k;m; n 2 Z such that the action of  on the
lattice  is represented on the generators as
!1 = j!1 + k!2
!2 = m!1 + n!2
(3.3.2)
here we recovered the lattice vectors !1; !2 to make the derivation clearer but we can
as well have worked with the basis 1;  .
Writing (3.3.2) as  
  j  k
 m   n
! 
!1
!2
!
=
 
0
0
!
(3.3.3)
The existence of non-trivial solutions of the above equation implies that
2   (j + n)+ (jn  km) = 0; (3.3.4)
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that is,  is an algebraic integer.
Now, we assume that  is real,  2 R. Using the fact that !1 and !2 are linearly
independent over R. Then the rst equation in (3:3:2)
(  j)!1   k!2 = 0 (3.3.5)
implies that  = j, that is  2 Z which gives the set of trivial endomorphisms of any
elliptic curve.
If, on the other hand,  is complex. Then  2 C is an algebraic integer given by
 =
(j + n)p(j   n)2 + 4km
2
(3.3.6)
Using this value of  in (3.3.5) and after dividing by !1 we get
 =
(n  j) +p(j   n)2 + 4km
2k
(3.3.7)
Dene b = j   n, c =  m, and a = k and diving by the greatest common factor of
b = j   n, c = m, and a = k if necessary then we can write
 =
 b+pb2   4ac
2a
=
 b+pD
2a
; (3.3.8)
where D = b2   4ac < 0. Hence
 2 Q(D): (3.3.9)
From the above discussion we conclude that for generic  , the endomorphism ring
End(E ) is given by multiplication by integers. If, however,  belongs to an imaginary
quadratic number eld  2 Q(D) then the elliptic curve has a bigger endomorphism
ring given by multiplication by numbers of the form (3.3.6). Elliptic curves (or tori)
for these special values of  are said to have complex multiplication (or to be of CM
type).
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We end this section with what is called the rst main theorem of complex mul-
tiplication. This theorem says that for  2 Q(D), then j() is an algebraic integer,
i.e.,
jh + a1j
h 1 +   + ah = 0; ai 2 Z; (3.3.10)
where h = h(D) is the class number of the eld Q(D)1. We see that although j() is
a non-trivial function of  , for elliptic curves with complex multiplication j() has a
very simple property.
3.4 Complex multiplication for higher-dimensional
tori and Calabi-Yau manifolds
The non-trivial endomorphisms of higher-dimensional tori can be found by a direct
generalization of (3.3.2). Let Z stand for the column vector made of the complex
coordinates zi; i = 1;    ; n. The torus T n admits complex multiplication if it has
non-trivial endomorphisms [32]
Z  ! AZ: (3.4.1)
The condition on A can be derived in similar way as we did for the case of the 2-torus
A =M +NT
T A =M 0 +N 0T ;
(3.4.2)
where M;N;M 0; N 0 are integer matrices. This gives the following second order equa-
tion for the period matrix
T NT + TM  N 0T  M 0 = 0: (3.4.3)
For Calabi-Yau manifolds, we rst think of the period matrix in (3.1.44) as rep-
resenting some torus. The Calabi-Yau is said to have complex multiplication if the
1See the end of this chapter for the denition h = h(D)
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torus represented by (3.1.44) admits complex multiplication. This simply means that
T in (3.1.44) satises (3.4.3).
An example of a Calabi-Yau manifold which enjoys complex multiplication is the
Fermat quintic
P (z) =
5X
a=1
(za)
5 = 0: (3.4.4)
The period matrix of the Fermat quintic is given by [75,76]
T =
 
  1  + 3
 + 3  4;
!
(3.4.5)
where 5 = 1.
The matrix T satises (3.4.3) with
N =
 
1  1
0 1
!
; M =
 
0 0
0 0
!
; N 0 =
 
 1 0
 1 0
!
; M 0 =
 
 1 0
 1  1
!
:
(3.4.6)
The endomorphism matrix A is given by
A =
 
  1  + 3
1 +  + 3  4
!
(3.4.7)
We note that  is an algebraic integer since it is a solution of a polynomial equation
with integer coecients
4 + 3 + 2 + + 1 = 0: (3.4.8)
As such, the elements of T and A belongs to
S = Q() (3.4.9)
which is the eld of rational numbers extended by .
In [32], Gukov and Vafa conjectured that a -model on a Calabi-Yau manifold
M gives rise to an RCFT if and only if M and its mirror W both have complex
multiplication over the same number eld.
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3.5 Quadratic Forms
An integral quadratic form Q(a; b; c) in two variables x; y is dened as:
Q(a; b; c) : f(x; y) = ax2 + bxy + cy2 a; b; c 2 Z: (3.5.1)
The quadratic form Q is called primitive if the greatest common divisor gcd(a; b; c) =
1. The discriminant of the quadratic form Q is D = b2   4ac.
We can associate to Q a 2 2 matrix
M(Q) =
 
2a b
b 2c
!
: (3.5.2)
The discriminant of Q is now given by D =   det(M).
The matrix representation allows us to dene an equivalence relation. Two forms
Q and Q0 of the same discriminant are equivalent Q  Q0 if there exists S 2 SL(2;Z)
such that
M(Q0) = STM(Q)S: (3.5.3)
Since S = I acts trivially, then only the group PSL(2;Z) acts eectively. The above
action of SL(2;Z) leaves D unchanged. Two quadratic forms are said to be properly
equivalent if they are in the same SL(2;Z) orbit. Now we can talk of equivalence
classes of quadratic forms under the action of SL(2;Z). We simply take all the
matrices which are in the same orbit of Q under SL(2;Z) as one equivalence class.
The set of properly SL(2;Z)-equivalent classes is dened as [33]
Cl(D) =

Q(a; b; c) : primitive quadrartic form
D = b2 4ac < 0; a > 0	=  SL(2;Z):
(3.5.4)
The set Cl(D) is nite and its cardinality h(D) = jCl(D)j is the class number of
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Q(D). The set of classes in Cl(D) will be written as
Cl(D) = fC1;    ; Ch(D)g: (3.5.5)
We can repeat the same construction to the group GL(2;Z) and dene the set of
improperly GL(2;Z)-equivalent classes
fCl(D) = Q(a; b; c) : primitive quadrartic form D = b2 4ac < 0; a > 0	=  GL(2;Z):
(3.5.6)
Now, let us study the quadratic form
Q = f(; 1) = a 2 + b + c: (3.5.7)
We only consider the values of  in the upper-half plane
H+ = f 2 C j =() > 0g; (3.5.8)
that is
 =
 b+pD
2a
(3.5.9)
We can associate with each quadratic form Q(a; b; c) a complex number Q
Q(a;b;c) =
 b+pD
2a
: (3.5.10)
We have the map
Q(a; b; c) 7! Q(a;b;c) 2 H+: (3.5.11)
The SL(2;Z) action on Q induces a fractional linear transformation on Q. One can
parametrize the equivalence classes of quadratic forms by the points inH+=PSL(2;Z).
The SL(2;Z) action on quadratic forms is compatible with the PSL(2;Z) on H+. The
PSL(2;Z) orbits of Q(a;b;c) 2 H+ depends on the class C = [Q(a; b; c)] 2 Cl(D).
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Quadratic forms and their equivalence classes are related to rank-2 lattices. We
consider an even integer lattice   with basis e1 and e2 and an intersection form K.
The intersection form K can be written as 
2a b
b 2a
!
:=
 
he1je1i he1je2i
he2je1i he2je2i
!
; (3.5.12)
where a; b 2 Z. Since   is positive denite, then 4ac  b2 =  D > 0 and a > 0. We
say that   is primitive if gcd(a; b; c) = 1 which is equivalent to a primitive quadratic
form.
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Strings on CM tori
We have seen that CFTs based on CM tori are rational. Hence, one should expect that
there is an extended chiral algebra underlying those RCFTs. A simple demonstration
of this is the Moore-Seiberg algebra for the c = 1 boson on a rational circle (2.2.2).
One can try to write down a Moore-Seiberg algebra for the rational c = 2 theory as
for the c = 1 case. However this algebra is already complicated for the c = 1 case
(see (2.2.2)). In this thesis, we propose using a simpler, more compact chiral algebra
to describe the RCFTs which describe strings on CM tori. These are the matrix-level
ane Kac-Moody algebras studied by Gannon [34].
In this chapter, we establish the correspondence between strings on a CM tori and
the U2;K algebra. The algebra U2;K is characterized by the left and right matrix-valued
levels KL and KR. We will use the Gauss product to construct KL and KR from the
complex structure and the Kahler structure parameters  and  which characterize
strings on tori. For CM tori,  and  are takes values in a quadratic number eld
;  2 Q(D). This enables one to represent  and  by binary quadratic forms where
a Gauss product is dened.
The special values of the moduli indicate RCFTs where the innite number of
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elds is organized into a nite set that is primary with respect to an extended chiral
algebra [48]. In the Tm case, the generic boson algebra U(1)m = U(1)k1  U(1)km
is extended by vertex operators dened by vectors of the lattice m describing T
m =
Rm=m. The extended algebra is well understood; it was written explicitly for the
m = 1 case in [48], for example.
On the other hand, a dierent algebra has also been of interest. The Abelian
algebra Um;K with an m  m matrix-valued level K was studied in [34], where its
modular invariant partition functions were classied. This matrix-level algebra gener-
alizes U(1)m = U(1)k1  U(1)km , which is recovered for a diagonal matrixK. Here
we consider the more general case, allowing K to be a non-negative integer-valued
matrix.
This relation has already proven useful in the following way. As was noted in [34],
the moduli space of the RCFTs based on the Um;K algebra is given in terms of
the moduli space of rational points on the Grassmannian Gd;d(R). This is similar
to the Narain moduli space of compactications of strings on tori. We show that
the characterization of the Um;K partition functions in terms of rational points on a
Grassmannian [34] is equivalent to specifying CM tori inside the Narain moduli space.
This is another way to show that the set of RCFTs is dense in the Narain moduli
space since the set of rational points is dense in the Grassmannian Gd;d(R). We hope
that the relation between matrix-level RCFTs and strings on tori will also be helpful
in other ways. The results in this chapter are published in [77].
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4.1 Matrix-level ane algebras
In this section, we study ane Abelian chiral algebras with matrix-valued level in
more details. To provide evidence that they are the chiral algebras of a consistent
class of RCFTs, we describe their modular invariant partition functions [34]. In
Section 4.2 we relate them to -models on CM tori.
Let  K be a Euclidean, even, integral lattice of rank r
 K = Ze1 +   + Zer; heijeji = Kij 2 Z; (4.1.1)
where positive denite integer-valued symmetric intersection matrix Kij has a deter-
minant  D > 0. In the following we will refer to a lattice  K and its intersection form
K interchangeably with the hope that this will not cause any confusion. The basis
feig of  K is dened up to GL(r;Z) transformations which preserve the determinant
of K
ei ! Ajiej; A 2 GL(r;Z) ; detA = 1 : (4.1.2)
There are r linearly independent U(1) currents
Ji(z) =
X
n2Z
Jni
zn+1
: (4.1.3)
They have the OPE
Ji(z)Jj(w)  Kij
(z   w)2 : (4.1.4)
This is the Abelian version of (2.8.2). In terms of the modes we have
Jmi ; J
n
j

= mKijm+n;0: (4.1.5)
The zero modes of the currents can be used to grade the Hilbert space into dierent
superselection sectors with dierent charges q 2  K
H = qHq; (4.1.6)
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where
Hq =
jqi j J0i jqi = qijqi (4.1.7)
The energy momentum tensor is given by the Sugawara construction
T (z) =
1
2
Kij : Ji(z)Jj(z) :; (4.1.8)
where Kij = K 1ij is the intersection form of the dual lattice.
From the OPE of T (z) with itself we can read o the central charge
c = KijKij = r: (4.1.9)
The Virasoro generators are given by
Ln =
1
2
Kij
1X
m= 1
: Jm+ni J
 m
j : : (4.1.10)
The Virasoro ground state in the sector Hq is dened by
L0jqi = 1
2
q2jqi; Lnjqi = 0; (4.1.11)
Now we specialize to rank two lattices  K with basis e1; e2. Since the lattice is
even-integer lattice, then its intersection form can be written as
Kij = heijeji =
 
2a b
b 2c
!
; a; b; c 2 Z: (4.1.12)
We assume that gcd(a; b; c) = 1 which corresponds to primitive quadratic forms.
The GL(2;Z) transformation on the basis of  K gives an equivalent lattice. The
set of equivalence classes of primitive, even lattices is dened as
Lp(D) :=  K : D =   detK	=GL(2;Z): (4.1.13)
We will consider dierent matrix levels KL for the holomorphic and KR for the
anti-holomorphic sectors which give rise to heterotic theories. The set of standard
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representations of the ane algebra Um;K are labelled by a 2 PKL+ =  KL= KL and
b 2 PKR+ =  KR= KR where jKLj = jKRj and jKj is the determinant of K [34].
The RCFT data are given by ( KL ; KR ; f
 KL
a g; f KRa g) where  KRa are the
characters which are proportional to the theta functions of the lattice

 KL
a (q) =

 KL
a (q)
(q)2
=
1
(q)2
X
v2 KL
q
1
2
(a+v)2 ; (4.1.14)
where (q) is the Dedekind eta function.
We can compute the modular S matrix from transformation of the characters
(
 KL
a = 
 KL
a =2) under  !  1=

 KL
a
 1


=

 KL
a ( 1=)
( 1=)2 : (4.1.15)
Using the transformation properties of the theta functions we nd
Sab =
ip
D
e 2i(ab): (4.1.16)
Now we can nd the fusion rules using the Verlinde formula
N cab =
X
d
SadSbdS
 1
cd
S0d
(4.1.17)
Since the gluing map (see the discussion after (4.2.14)) satises (a; b) = ('(a); '(b))
then we see that
N cab = N '(c)'(a)'(b); (4.1.18)
i.e., ' is a symmetry of the fusion rules and hence can be used to build new modular
invariants. The quantum dimension of a primary eld labelled by a is
Sa0
S00
= 1; (4.1.19)
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i.e., all the primaries are simple currents. This simplies the construction of all
modular invariants of the algebra as was shown in [34].
The spectrum is encoded in the (genus-1) partition function
Z KL ; KR =
X
a2PKL+ ; b2P
KR
+
Ma;b 
 KL
a 
 KR
b ; (4.1.20)
where the matrix Ma;b is constrained to satisfy Ma;b 2 Z and M0;0 = 1.
Modular invariance dictates that
SM =MS; TM =MT; (4.1.21)
where the matrices S and T are unitary and symmetric and T is diagonal
Sab =
1pjKLj exp[ 2i(a  b)]: (4.1.22)
In [34], all modular invariants of the algebra Um;K were constructed in terms of
even self-dual lattices   that contain  KL and  KR . Here we are only concerned with
physical modular invariants, i.e., those which satisfy (4.1.21)1. In terms of the matrix
K, full modular invariance means Kij 2 2Z. This, together with the symmetry of K,
translates to an even integer lattice  K .
The argument in [34] goes as follows: consider the heterotic partition function
(4.1.20). Using SM =MS and the unitarity of the S matrix we nd
Ma;b =
X
c;d
Sa;cMc;dS

d;b
=
1
jKLj
X
c;d
exp[2i(b  d  a  c)]Mc;d:
(4.1.23)
1In [34], the second constraint in (4.1.21) is relaxed which leads to a much bigger set of modular
invaraints which include weak modular invariants. But since we are looking for a geometric interpre-
tation in terms of a torus target we will require full modular invariance. The -model with a torus
target is modular invariant by construction.
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From this equation we derive the relation
Ma;b
M0;0
=
P
c;d zab;cdMc;dP
c;dMc;d
; (4.1.24)
where we dened
zab;cd = exp[2i(b  d  a  c)]; jzab;cdj = 1: (4.1.25)
Using the triangle inequality, then 4.1.24 implies that jMa;bj  jM0;0j = 1 with the
equality i
Mc;d 6= 0 =) b  d = a  c (mod 1) (4.1.26)
for all c 2 PKL+ ; d 2 PKR+ . The above equation means that any two labels which
appear in the character decomposition of the partition function must be related by
an isometry of the discriminant groups b = '(a) and c = '(d) andMa;b = b;'(a). The
partition function now can be written as
Z KL ; KR =
X
a2PKL+

 KL
a 
 KR
'(a) ; (4.1.27)
which is an example of an automorphism modular invariant. We only consider au-
tomorphism modular invariant partition functions of the algebra Um;K . If Um;K is
the maximally extended chiral algebra of strings on CM-tori then the automorphism
modular invariants will exhaust the set of all modular invariants. However, if Um;K is
not the maximally extended chiral algebra then there will be other non-automorphism
modular invariants.
Dene the set

 =
[
a2PKL+ ; b2P
KR
+
(a ib) +   KL  i KR (4.1.28)
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which is an even self dual lattice. The matrix Ma;b in (4.1.20) satises
Ma;b =
8<:1 if (a; ib) 2 
0 otherwise: (4.1.29)
Hence, the modular invariant partition functions of the Um;K current algebra are in
1-to-1 correspondence with the even self-dual lattices   which contain ( KL ;  KR).
4.2 Strings on a CM torus
We consider the compactication of string theory on an elliptic curve E which has
complex multiplication (or a CM torus). The -model on E is specied by the
parameters  and . The compactication of strings on E is characterized by a
momentum-winding Narain lattice, an even self-dual lattice  (; ) of rank 4, where
the parameters  and  live in the upper-half plane H+ subject to a group of discrete
symmetries . The Narain moduli space of this compactication is [32]
M = H
+ H+

; (4.2.1)
where  is the group of discrete symmetries of E
 = PSL(2;Z)  PSL(2;Z)  Z2  Z2  Z2: (4.2.2)
The rst Z2 is a mirror symmetry which exchanges  and , i.e., Z2 : (; ) 7! (; ).
The second Z2 is a space-time parity transformation Z2 : (; ) 7! (  ; ), where
the bar denotes complex conjugation. The last Z2 is a world-sheet orientation reversal
Z2 : (; ) 7! (; )2.
2The three Z2 symmetries are not really independent since the second Z2 is equivalent to applying
the third Z2 then the rst Z2 then the third Z2 then the rst Z2 again.
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For generic values of  and , the conformal eld theory is not rational and has an
innite number of primary elds. For special values of  and  the innite number of
primary-eld representations reorganize into a nite set of representations of a bigger
chiral algebra and the theory becomes rational. It was shown in [32] that CFTs based
on E are rational i E and its mirror are both of CM type, that is, ;  2 Q(D)
which implies that , like  , satises a quadratic equation with integer coecients
a02 + b0+ c0 = 0;  =
 b0 +pD
2a0
; D0 = b02   4a0c0 < 0: (4.2.3)
An example of an RCFT which enjoys this property results when  =  = e2i=3.
In this case the chiral vertex operator algebra is isomorphic to that of SU(3) WZW
model at level 1 [78]. Clearly, both  and  satisfy
 2 +  + 1 = 0: (4.2.4)
In [32], the diagonal case was studied in detail where it was shown that the
condition for a diagonal modular invariant is
 = fa; (4.2.5)
where f 2 Z, ;  2 Q(D), and a is the coecient of  2 in
a 2 + b + c = 0: (4.2.6)
The generalization to non-diagonal modular invariants was given in [33].
We can associate a quadratic form with the complex numbers  and . Write
Q(a; b; c) =
 
2a b
b 2c
!
; Q(a;b;c) =
 b+pD
2a
(4.2.7)
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where D = b2   4ac =   detQ denotes the discriminant of the quadratic form Q. Q
is called primitive if gcd(a; b; c) = 1. The discriminant of the quadratic form Q is
invariant under SL(2;Z):
Q  ! StQS; S 2 SL(2;Z): (4.2.8)
Now we can consider equivalence classes of quadratic forms under the action of
SL(2;Z) (or more precisely PSL(2;Z), since S = I acts trivially). The set of
equivalence classes is denoted by
Cl(D) =

Q(a; b; c)
D = b2   4ac < 0; a > 0	=  SL(2;Z): (4.2.9)
It is known that Cl(D) is a nite set and we will denote the number of its elements
by h(D) (see [33] and references therein)
Cl(D) =
C1; : : : ; Ch(D)	: (4.2.10)
Since D < 0, the complex number Q lies in the upper-half plane H+. The SL(2;Z)
action on Q will induce a fractional linear transformation on Q. The PSL(2;Z)
action on quadratic forms is compatible with the PSL(2;Z) on H+. The PSL(2;Z)
orbits of Q(a;b;c) 2 H+ depend on the class C = [Q(a; b; c)] 2 Cl(D). Using the above
mapping, then we can label the classes in Cl(D) by points [Q] 2 F = H+=PSL(2;Z).
Since  is the complex structure of a torus then fractional linear transformations on
 gives an equivalent torus. The classes [Q] will give inequivalent tori in the Narain
moduli space.
The same goes for  where we can also dene equivalence classes of quadratic
forms parametrized by points [Q0 ] 2 F = H+=PSL(2;Z). The equivalence class of
Narain lattices corresponding to an RCFT will be denoted by  (C; C0), where C and
C 0 are the equivalence classes corresponding to  and .
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Similarly, the group GL(2;Z) acts on quadratic forms by the same formula as
(4.2.8). The set of improper equivalence classes under GL(2;Z) is dened by [33]
~Cl(D) =

Q(a; b; c)
D = b2   4ac < 0; a > 0	=  GL(2;Z): (4.2.11)
and we have a surjection q
q : Cl(D)! ~Cl(D); C ! ~C; (4.2.12)
where q 1( ~C) has either one or two classes.
One can associate with the lattice  K a primitive quadratic form given by the
intersection form K. Therefore, the equivalence classes of primitive lattices [ K ] are
in 1-to-1 correspondence with the equivalence classes of primitive, quadratic forms
[Q(a; b; c)]. Hence, we can identify the set ~Cl(D) with the set Lp(D) in (4.1.13).
We dene the following projections of  (C; C0)
L :=  (C; C0) \ R2;0; R :=  (C; C0) \ R0;2; (4.2.13)
which correspond to the equivalence classes of the left and right momentum lattices,
characterized by the vanishing of the right moving and left moving momenta, respec-
tively. 3
The modular invariant partition functions studied in [33] take the form:
ZL;R;'(q; q) =
1
j(q)j4
X
a2L=L
La (q); 
R
'(a)(q)
=
X
a2L=L
La (q); 
R
'(a)(q)
(4.2.14)
where ' is a gluing map between the discriminant groups L=L and 

R=R. It
satises ('(a); '(b)) = (a; b), where a; b 2 L=L and (; ) is the rational bilinear
form on L=L which is induced from the bilinear form on L.
3More precisely it corresponds to an equivalence class of lattices.
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The characters which enter the partition function above are given in terms of the
theta function of the lattice L:
La (q) =
La (q)
(q)2
=
1
(q)2
X
v2L
q
1
2
(a+v)2 (4.2.15)
They are identical to the characters in (4.1.14).
4.2.1 The Gauss product
There is a binary operation which turns the set Cl(D) of (4.2.9) into an Abelian
group: the Gauss product (see [33], e.g.) takes two equivalence classes of quadratic
forms of the same discriminant and produces a third with that discriminant.
Let C = [Q1(a1; b1; c1)] and C 0 = [Q2(a2; b2; c2)] be two such equivalence classes.
We will restrict ourselves to primitive forms. We say that two quadratic forms
Q1(a1; b1; c1) 2 C and Q2(a2; b2; c2) 2 C 0 are concordant if a1a2 6= 0, gcd(a1; a2) = 1
and b1 = b2. Then the Gauss product of C ? C 0 is dened as
Q1
 
a1; b; c1

?

Q2
 
a2; b; c2

=

Q3
 
a3; b3; c3

; (4.2.16)
where a3 = a1a2, b3 = b, and c3 =
b2 D
4a1a2
. It is important to mention that any
pair of quadratic forms of the same discriminant can be SL(2;Z)-transformed to a
concordant pair.
The unit 1D of Cl(D) with respect to the product ? is represented by
1D =
8><>:
[1; 0; D
4
]; if D  0 mod 4
[1; 0; 1 D
4
]; if D  1 mod 4:
(4.2.17)
The quadratic form Q3(a3; b3; c3) corresponds to a lattice with intersection form
Q3
 
a3; b3; c3
   2a3 b3
b3 2c3
!
: (4.2.18)
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which gives an even integer lattice, an important fact which we will use when we
construct the matrix levels KL and KR for the Um;K algebras.
The Gauss product is used to construct the intersection form of the lattices L
and R in terms of the equivalence classes C and C 0, corresponding to Q(a1;b1;c1) and
Q(a2;b2;c2), respectively [33]:
L = q(C ? C 0 1); R = q(C ? C 0)( 1): (4.2.19)
Here q is the natural map Cl(D) ! ~Cl(D) and
q(C ? C 0)( 1) means we multiply the quadratic form q(C ? C 0) by  1.
As was shown in [33], to prove the above result one rst constructs the Z-basis
for R of  (C; C0) in terms of the equivalence classes of C and C 0 and then compares
the resulting quadratic form of R with Q3(a3; b3; c3) and similarly for L.
In the special case when  / , we have L = R =  and we get a diagonal
modular invariant for ' = I
Z;;I(q; q) =
1
j(q)j4
X
a2=
a (q)

a (q): (4.2.20)
Now we have geometric data represented by the rational Narain lattice  (C; C0)
which depends on the -model parameters  and  (both  and  are attached to
an equivalence class of quadratic forms) and algebraic, RCFT data ( KL ; KR ; fag).
The Gauss product can be used to relate them in the following way. First we will
look at KL and KR as quadratic forms and hence we can talk about their respective
equivalence classes under the SL(2;Z) action, as we did with Q. Now, a rational
point in the Narain moduli space specied by the special values C and C0 denes
two equivalence classes of quadratic forms C and C 0. The mapping between the two
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sets of data is
KL = q
 C ? C 0 1; KR = q C ? C 0( 1): (4.2.21)
We will need to apply a symmetrisation map (half the sum of the matrix and its
transpose) to KL and KR if they are not symmetric or SL(2;Z)-equivalent to their
symmetric forms.
The mapping (4.2.21) shows that the algebras Um;K can be given a geometric
signicance, by relating them to -models on CM tori. To justify this, we notice
that the characters of the RCFTs in (4.2.15) which are proportional to the theta
functions of the momentum-winding lattice are the same as the characters (4.1.14) of
the algebra U2;K . Both sets of characters are based on lattices which are constructed
from the same set of geometric data using the Gauss product. Also, the modular
invariant partition functions (4.2.14) are a subset of the modular invariant partition
functions (4.1.20) of the algebra U2;K for which
Ma;b = b;'(a): (4.2.22)
We note that the above mapping is not 1-to-1. We can't start from KL and KR
and construct unique equivalence classes for  and . The matrices KL and KR are
representatives of equivalence classes in the set Cl(D) which have a nite number of
elements. The algebraic description of the Um;K algebras depends only on KL and
KR and as such is the same for all members of the set Cl(D). On the other hand
there is a geometric description for each member of the set Cl(D). We conclude that
the same Um;K algebra have many geometric avatars. This is similar to the case of
a rational boson on a circle of radius square R2 = p=q which is described by a level
k = pq U(1)k algebra. On the other hand, starting from the algebra U(1)k, there
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are many candidate rational boson theories, one for each factorization of k into two
coprime integers k = pq.
4.3 Wen topological order
As a byproduct of the geometric connection of the Um;K algebras we can relate the
Wen topological order [70,71,79] to the number of D0 branes in the models discussed
in this chapter. It was shown in [32] that the number of D0 branes on T 2 is equal to
the dimension of the chiral ring which is given by  L= L.
Topological order is a new kind of order which arise in the topological phases
of many systems, e.g., fractional quantum Hall systems. It is not related to any
symmetry breaking, like the usual ordered-disordered transitions described by the
Landau theory. There is no local order parameter which takes a non-zero vacuum
expectation value in the broken phase. A new set of quantum numbers needs to be
dened which characterizes topological order.
Wen topological order is the degeneracy of the quantum Hall ground state on the
compact surface g of genus g and is one of the quantum numbers which characterizes
the topological order. The low energy eective eld theory of the quantum Hall
ground state is the Chern-Simons theory on M =   R. The degeneracy of the
ground state is counted by the dimension of the Hilbert space of topologically non-
trivial gauge elds on M [48, 80, 81]. This dimension can be readily computed from
the RCFT fusion rules and the S modular transformation. The general formula for
the dimension of the space of conformal blocks on a genus g surface with n punctures
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was found in [82,83]
dimH(g; (P1; i1);    ; (Pn; in)) =
X
a2L=L

1
Sa0
2(g 1)Ski1
Sa0
   S
a
in
Sa0
: (4.3.1)
For the torus g = 1 with no punctures and using the fact that all the primaries are
simple currents we get
dimH(1) =
X
a2L=L
1 = D: (4.3.2)
which is simply the dimension of the chiral ring identied with the number of D0
branes in [32].
4.4 Rational points on Grassmannians and CM
tori
In this section we study the rationality conditions of a Narain lattice in more detail.
We formulate the rationality in terms of rational points on a Grassmannian and we
show that these points are equivalent to tori of CM type. Our argument will be based
on the results in [30].
We consider a generic Narain lattice  (; ) = (PL;PR) of the -model on T
d=
with a B-eld
 (; ) =
n 
PL;PR

:=
1p
2
 
  ~B+ ;  ~B   j (; ) 2   o; (4.4.1)
where  and  are the momentum and winding lattices, respectively and B = T ~B.
The holomorphic and anti-holomorphic vertex operators are characterized by PR =
0 and PL = 0 and they are parametrized by the values of their charges in L = (PL; 0)
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and R = (0;PR)
L =
 
PL; 0

:=
1p
2
 
  ~B+ ; 0j(; ) 2   o
R =
n 
0;PR

:=
1p
2
 
0;  ~B  j(; ) 2   o: (4.4.2)
We also dene the following projections of the lattice  (; ):
eL = (PL; ) := 1p
2
 
  ~B+ ; j(; ) 2   o
eR = (;PR) := 1p
2
 ;  ~B  j(; ) 2 (4.4.3)
where the  means we forget about the corresponding component of P .
Note that
L  eL; R  eR: (4.4.4)
Since the lattice  (; ) is even, self-dual and integral then its straightforward to show
that
L = eL; R = eR; (4.4.5)
i.e., eL is the dual of L and the same for eR.
Rationality can be expressed in terms of the rank of L and R . The Narain
lattice  (; ) is rational if and only if [30]
rank
 
L

= rank
 
R

= d: (4.4.6)
RCFTs are characterized by the appearance of extra holomorphic vertex operators
which extend the chiral algebra. For a generic Narain lattice  (; ), the only holo-
morphic vertex operator is the one corresponding to the vacuum PL = PR = 0. Since
any eld is mutually local 4 to the vacuum, then the set of allowed representations
4Two elds are mutually local if their OPE doesn't contain branch cuts. In other words the 
product of their charges is integer.
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V = fV [P ]; P 2  (; )g is innite. However extra holomorphic vertex operators
W [P ] appear for p 2 L. The requirement of locality with respect to W [P ] restricts
the set of allowed irreducible representations to be a 2 L=L, where L is the lattice
dual to L so it contains charges which have integer product with L. The condition
for rationality translates to the requirement that L be a nite index sublattice of 

L
so that the set L=L has a nite cardinality. This happens when L have a nite
rank which is the condition in (4.4.6).
The Narain moduli space of conformal eld theories is isomorphic to the moduli
space of even, self-dual lattices with signature (d; d)
Md = O( d;d)nO(d; d)=(O(d)O(d)); (4.4.7)
where  d;d denotes the standard even self-dual lattice of signature (d; d) and O( d;d)
its automorphism group. In the special case of d = 2 this gives the moduli space in
(4.2.1). The above moduli space is also the Grassmannian of space-like d-planes in
Rd;d. The modular invariant partition functions in [34] are classied using rational
points on the Grassmannian (4.4.7).
Note that
PL 2 W = L 
 R; PR 2 W? = R 
 R; (4.4.8)
where W is a space-like d-plane which correspond to a point on the Grassmannian
(4.4.7) and W? is its orthogonal complement in Rd;d.
The sets L and R in general are not lattices, since the set of vectors which
span L and R will not remain linearly independent over Z when restricted to W
and W?. However, if W is a rational point on the Grassmannian (4.4.7) then L
and R become lattices of rank d. A rational point on the Grassmannian (4.4.7) is a
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subspace W with basis ffmg which can be written over Q in terms of the preferred
orthonormal basis ei of Rd;d
fm = Qmiei; Qmi 2 Q: (4.4.9)
The above equation implies that the basis of W are rational vectors
hfmjfni 2 Q: (4.4.10)
Since any group generated by rational vectors is a lattice, i.e., it can be generated by
linearly independent vectors over Z. Then L which is the Z-span of fm is a lattice
of rank d = dim(W ) and the same for R. It was shown in [30] that for d = 2
rank
 
L

= rank
 
R

= 2 ! ;  2 Q(D): (4.4.11)
which in our case implies that rational points on the Grassmannian (4.4.7) correspond
to CM tori. This is another way to see that RCFTs constitute a dense subset of the
set of CFTs, since the set of rational points on a Grassmannian is dense. This is
consistent with the nding in [32] that the values ;  2 Q(D) corresponding to
RCFTs are dense in in the Narain moduli space.
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Conclusion
In summary, we studied the RCFTs based on the matrix-level algebra U2;K and we
related them to strings on CM tori (corresponding to ;  2 Q(D)) inside the Narain
moduli space. The characters and modular-invariant partition functions were shown
to be identical in the 2 types of theories.1 Furthermore, the map between them was
constructed explicitly: the Gauss product was used to write the matrix levels KL and
KR in terms of the geometric data represented by  and .
The connection was shown to be useful in one way. By formulating the problem
in terms of rational points on a Grassmannian we showed that the set of RCFTs is
a dense subset in the Narain moduli space. This agrees with the observation in [32]
that the values of ;  2 Q(D) which produce RCFTs are dense in the Narain moduli
space. We anticipate that the relation between matrix-level algebras and RCFTs
for strings on tori will prove useful in other ways. Using the relation between U2;K
and strings on CM tori, Wen topological order for fractional quantum hall states was
related to the number of D0 branes which are allowed on the CM torus.
The Gukov-Vafa criterion characterizes the rationality of the CFT in terms of the
1For characters, compare (4.2.15) to (4.1.14); for partition functions, (4.2.14) to (4.1.20,4.1.29).
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geometry of the target space. In the Gannon classication, rationality is derived from
the algebraic properties of the chiral algebra without reference to any target space
interpretation. We showed that the geometric and the algebraic characterization of
rationality are related and that the density property of RCFTs can be seen in both
pictures.
We also proposed a generalization of Um;K to the non-Abelian case. This would
be related to the Chern-Simons theories on a three-manifold N3, based on a gauge
group G with the level being an integer valued matrix
S = KAB
Z
M4
FA ^ FB; (5.0.1)
where M4 is the four manifold for which N3 is a boundary. The independence of the
partition function from the extension from N3 to M4 forces KAB to be an integer-
valued matrix.
It would be interesting to see if the results described here might be generalized
to higher dimensions m > 2, or to non-Abelian theories. The m = 2 case is special
because only in this case one has a Gauss product which turns the set of equivalence
classes of quadratic forms (or rank-2 lattices) into an Abelian group. For higher
dimension tori which can be written as a product of elliptic curves
Tm = E1      Em=2 ; (5.0.2)
one can use the Gauss product for each individual factor to construct the algebra
Um;K . But a generic T
m will not factorize into a product of elliptic curves and the
Gauss product can't be used directly.
Most exciting, perhaps, might be an explanation of the mysterious connection
between bosons on a CM torus and matrix level. Does the chiral algebra of the
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former, extended as it is by vertex operators, have any more direct relation to the
(simpler) Abelian matrix-level algebras, e.g.?
One could try to understand the Gannon classication [34] from a 3D perspective
using the Chern-Simons dual theory. It would be interesting to derive the rationality
condition
a 2 + b + c = 0 (5.0.3)
from the Chern-Simons theory. The condition (5.0.3) which picks rational confor-
mal eld theories doesn't seem to be related to any physical property of the 2D
CFT. Hopefully the 3D Chern-Simons dual would give a more physical explanation
of (5.0.3). Our guess is that the condition (5.0.3) should arise as the minimum of a
potential V () over the complex structure moduli space parametrized by  . If this
the case, then we will learn that RCFTs are important in string compactication not
only because of their simplicity (or their density in the moduli space of all CFTs but
because they minimize some sort of energy on the space of CFTs.
Most importantly from the point of view of string theory is further investigation
of the Gukov-Vafa conjecture. One could try to nd other Gepner points in the
moduli space of Calabi-Yau manifolds and check if these Calabi-Yau manifolds admit
complex multiplication. The conjecture is obviously valid for Calabi-Yau manifolds
which can be described as orbifolds of complex multiplication tori. It was also shown
in [32] that the conjecture is also valid for Calabi-Yau manifolds which correspond to
the Fermat point in the complex structure moduli space.
The connection with FQHE can be pursued further and the results in [77] can be
applied to the characterization of topological order in the fractional quantum Hall
states [70, 71, 79]. As we have seen in Section 2.8, the multi-layer FQH states are
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described by Laughlin wave functions which are labeled by a matrix K
	K(z) =
Y
a;b;i;j
(zai   zbj)Kab=2 exp

 
X
jzaij2

: (5.0.4)
They are in 1-1 correspondence with SL(m;Z) equivalence classes of K matrices. For
m = 2, i.e., for a double layer FQH states, we can use the Gauss product to dene a
product on the set of Laughlin wave functions
	K1(z)	K2(z) = 	K3(z); (5.0.5)
where K3 is given by the Gauss product of K1 and K2
K3 = K1 ? K2: (5.0.6)
The set of Laughlin wave functions together with the product  now forms an Abelian
group G. The group property of  follows directly from the group property of ?. As
far as we know, this kind of group structure on the set of Laughlin wave functions
didn't appear before in the study of FQHE. The dimension of G is equal to the number
of equivalence classes of K with determinant D = det(K) which is nothing but the
class number h(D). As we have seen in (4.3.2), D gives the degeneracy of the ground
state of the FQH systems which is a measure of topological order [70, 71, 79]. Could
the number h(D) be used as another index which characterizes the topological order?
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